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Dielectric’s Planned Closing Affects Radio 

BY RANDY J. STINE 
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A high-power 
EM multi¬ 
station system 
in Monterrey, 
Mexico, consists 
of a Dielectric 
DCCP antenna 
on the tower 
mast, plus a 
combiner in the 
base building 
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The domestic broadcast FM antenna 
market has been flat and improvement 
is expected to be slow, industry observ¬ 
ers told Radio World. 

Dielectric’s departure is expected 
to have a more profound impact on 
TV than on radio, they said. A review 
of FCC records by consulting firm 
Cavell. Mertz & Associates shows that 
Dielectric had become a dominant pro¬ 
vider of television RF systems, with 
more than 60 percent of the market, 
according to the commission data. FM 
radio had become a very small part 
of their operation, according to Gary 
Cavell, a broadcast consulting engineer 
and president of the consulting firm. 

“I feel that Dielectric’s vulnerability 
was that so many of its eggs ended up 
on the TV side, so when that market 
demand abruptly shrank, it was hard for 
the radio division to sustain the whole 
company,” Cavell said. 

Most observers believe the applica¬ 
tion filing freeze imposed in April by 
the FCC on full-power and Class A 
TV station modification proposals to 
increase coverage in any direction most 
likely moved SPX to lose patience wait¬ 
ing for an economic turnaround in the 
broadcast industry. 

Hammett & Edison Senior Engineer 
Stan Salek was not overly surprised at 
the April announcement. 

“Dielectric had a long history of 
excellence so it’s difficult to see them 
go out of business. However, there were 
many signs that the business was not 
going well," Salek said. "For the past 

(continued on page 6) 

SPX is seeking a buyer for the 
company's intellectual property 

RAYMOND, Maine — SPX Corp.’s 
planned closing of its Dielectric broad¬ 
cast and wireless antenna division this 
summer could leave radio broadcasters 
with fewer options in an ever-shifting 
equipment manufacturer marketplace. 

Still to be determined is whether 
any of Dielectric's lines of broadcast 
antennas, filters, switches or transmis¬ 
sion line products will be sold to other 
parties. Radio World has confirmed that 
SPX is seeking a buyer for Dielectric’s 
intellectual property. 

In a letter to customers, Dielectric 
General Manager Mark Fichter said 
the company would remain open in a 
limited capacity through June and then 
close "due to extremely difficult global 
economic conditions in the broadcast 
marketplace.” Broadcast customers of 
Dielectric received a letter from SPX 
subsequent to the closure announce¬ 
ment that said the company intends to 
honor outstanding warranty obligations 
through a combination of dedicated 
SPX personnel and subcontracted ser¬ 
vices (see sidebar after the jump). 
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Fixes for Common RDS Problems 
Monitor your data displays and tweak them when formats change 

> RADIODATA 
BY ALAN JURISON 

In a previous article in this series 
about RDS ("RDS Displays Should 
Make Sense." March 13). I wrote about 
techniques that can be applied to all 
of your metadata delivery platforms to 
ensure your RDS displays make sense. 

Here. I'll discuss common RDS 
problems and remedies. 

I’TY. or Program Type, is defined in 
the RDS standards as a ■’descriptor” for 
your radio station formats; for example, 
the numerical value 1 describes the for¬ 
mat "News." (Note that these numbers 
involve one of the small differences 
between Europe’s RDS and the U.S. 
RBDS standards. For example, a PTY 
of 5 in the European RDS standard 
means Education, while in the U.S. 

This Classic Rock station is transmitting an incorrect PTY code of 10 for Country 
instead of 6 for Classic Rock on the author’s RDS receiver. 

Section D.7. In many cases, the PI code 
for your station can be based based off 
of your call sign; for example, using 

The PI issue is complicated in these 
situations, so the NRSC in the G-.300 
guideline recommends that receiver 

RBDS standard PTY 5 is Rock.) 
Make sure that when you are setting 

up an RDS encoder, you have consulted 
with the programming management of 
the station and selected the PTY that most 
closely represents the station format. 

If the format changes over time, be 
sure to update it. I cannot tell you how 
many times I have seen the wrong PTY 
set on a station. Often PTY is set to the 
station's previous format. While your 
particular receiver might not display the 
PTY. many do. 

There are many newer program for¬ 
mats that do not have current PTY 
codes. The newly released National 
Radio Systems Committee-G30() offers 
recommendations in this area; see 
Section 4.2 and Table 2. 

PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION 
Pl. or Program Identification, is 

a unique four-character hexadecimal 
identifier. In the United States, this 
value is determined by NRSC-4-B 

NRSC-4-B Section D.7.1. WHTZ would 
have a PI of 692B. Make sure when set¬ 
ting up your RDS encoder that you have 
set PI properly as per the applicable 
RDS/RBDS standards. 

Many hardware manufacturers 
have improved their setup programs to 
help with this, but ultimately it is your 
responsibility to set the identifier cor¬ 
rectly and unique to your service area. 
Note that because of the use of RDS 
Traffic Message Channel (TMC) in the 
United States, the NRSC has issued 
revised guidance in NRSC-4-B in 
Section D.7.4; and NRSC-G300 section 
4.1 further clarifies the issues. Using 
the example above, because WHTZ is 
an RDS TMC station in North America, 
its PI code becomes 192B. For some 
older receivers that use the NRSC-
4-A standard to “back-calculate” the 
call sign, this may display as KDMH. 
NRSC-G300 Section 4.1.1 also issues 
guidance for PI codes on FM boosters, 
translators and simulcasts. 

manufacturers no longer display Pl 
call sign back-calculations. The NRSC 
recommends manufacturers instead 
use RadioText + StationName.Short. 
Thankfully, most radios do not display 
or back-calculate call signs. 

One potential problem related to the 
PI being set incorrectly is that some 
radios use the PI to determine alter¬ 
nate frequencies for your station. While 
tuned to your station, the radio is scan¬ 
ning other frequencies on the FM band 
with the same PI. 

If your main signal becomes weak 
and the other one is stronger, the receiv¬ 
er will flip to the other station with the 
same PI. This is a great feature, but I 
have seen cases in which some clusters 
have never calculated the PI and simply 
used the factory default on all of their 
stations. Listeners then called and com¬ 
plained that the radio would flip ran¬ 
domly to another station in the market. 

The stations had been set up improp-
(continued on page 8) 
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WRLR Sets Out on Route 66 

BY EMILY REIGART 

Paul McLane 

Krykwo says, was promotional: to bring 

Kingdom, announced in the United 
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Quick to install and easy to use.. .Sports Pod 
does it all! 

but it is really down the street and 
across town that listeners want to know 
about." 

FROM THE 

EDITOR 

DON'T YOU WISH DRAFT PICKS 
WERE THIS EASY TO CHOOSE? 

their retirement from their day jobs — 
they co-owned a department store in 
Lymington, England — the two organi¬ 
zations decided it would be appropriate 
to sponsor a road trip on Route 66. It 
was dubbed the Mother Road Tour and 

Emily Reigart reports this week on 
how one low-power FM station 
took to the road. 

Need to cue to the announcer? No problem! 
Sports Pod's TALKBACK system lets you comm¬ 
unicate off-air via an isolated Talkback output. 

Talent forgot to turn on his mic? No problem! 
Sports Pod's REMOTE MIC CONTROL lets an engineer 
turn the mic on and off with a remote button. 

and 
old-
take 

L C R 

‘Fabulous 50s’ hosts Geoff Kemp (left) 
and Paul Peters (right) broadcast live 
with WRLR morning drive host Paul 
Lepek (middle) in Atlanta, III. 

NEW! Sports Pod is the ideal announcer's mic & 
headphone controller with Talkback and Remote 

Mic Control. For multiple announcers, several 
Sports Pods can be quickly linked with CAT5 

cables. You’re done in 30 seconds. . no more DAs 
and complicated wiring! Sports Pods let each 
announcer control his headphone volume, mix 

and pan settings the way he wants it. 

would be heard on WR1.R and Forest 
FM, as well as on the Dave Cash week¬ 
end show heard on the BBC in Britain. 

Krywko said Peters was keen on see¬ 
ing the famous cross-country route and 
“the radio stations and people who had 

THE TECH 
The WRLR team is accustomed to 

doing remotes for all kinds of events, 
but "on this tour we decided to approach 

(continued on page 5) 

Krywko says their kind of 
radio is informative, entertain¬ 
ing and relevant. "Yes. we want 
to know what's going on across 
the nation and around the globe. 

a role in what listeners in 
automobiles heard while 
traveling.” 

Peters said 
was a small kid back in 
the ‘50s and ‘60s I have 
been mad about radio, and 
I’ve always wanted to get 
over to the States to see. 
with my own eyes, a real 
American radio station, 
and to meet up with radio 
DJs that know their stuff 
and who might be able to 
teach me a few things." 

They originally hoped 
to have Peters. Kemp. 
WRl.R's morning drive 
host Paul Lepek and 
technical staff, including 
WRLR s Steve Sandman. 

Low-power station joins forces with UK's 
Forest FM to travel part of the 'Mother Road' 

Café across from the Bunyon 
Giant, a giant statue mascot 
for the restaurant Bunyons, 
on June II. 

Along the way, they 
stopped in Joliet. Lincoln. 
Pontiac. Bloomington and 
Springfield, 111., and spoke 
with Route 66 historians 

travel from Illinois to Santa Monica. 
Calif. However. Krywko says they opted 
to keep the trip within Illinois, and they 
may try to complete the trip as origi¬ 
nally conceived in the future. 

The trip began June 6 at Lou 
Mitchell's restaurant in downtown 
Chicago, which has been in business 
since the 1920s. and the last major stop 
was in Atlanta. III., at the Palms Grill 

The 1950s was an iconic era. a repre¬ 
sentative slice of Americana when poo¬ 
dle skirts, cross-country road trips and 
the beginnings of rock’n'roll coexisted. 

LPFM station WRLR of Round 
Lake Heights. III.. “The Voice of Lake 
County," celebrates the decade each 
week with "The Fabulous 50s Radio 
Show," produced by not-for-profit com¬ 
munity radio station Forest FM in 
East Dorset. England. The program is 
offered free to stations and is heard in 
the Falkland Islands. Hungary. Malta. 
New Zealand. Alaska. Illinois and else¬ 
where in the United States. 

WRLR President Bish Krywko said 
that when "Fabulous 50s" hosts Paul 
Peters and Geoff Kemp, who are based 

COUGH TALK 
BACK 

attention to stations like WRLR 
Forest FM. which have an 
fashioned but successful 
on radio. 

Museum’s recreated studio 
exhibit, which features work¬ 
ing '60s radio equipment. 

"It's going to be great 
fun presenting a show from 
the old 1960s studio at the 
museum in Pontiac." Peters 
said prior to the tour. "When 
I came back into radio a few 
years ago. after a break of 
about 20 years. I just could 
not cope with CD players 
and computers playing the 
music. ‘Where are the record 
decks?' I asked the manager 
at Forest FM. |He said]. ‘We don't have 
them these days, in fact we don't like to 
use CDs. but you can. as your show is 
what we call a special.' I used to hold 
my hand on the CD player, just as I used 
to with the slip mat on the old decks!” 

From a business perspective, the 
Mother Road Tour was both an oppor¬ 
tunity and a challenge. The opportunity. 

•See manual to select PHONES 
Mic or Line output level PN 6200 
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Comrex and asked them to loan us 
equipment too expensive for us to own." 
Krywko said. "We felt such a unique 
tour filled with many once-in-a-life-
time remotes required the quality and 
reliability found in professional gear 
that is easy to use. They said yes. This 
is especially important for volunteer, 
non-professional air talent at stations 
like ours." 

For remotes on a smaller scale. 
Krywko said the station uses software 
such as EdCast or Simulcast, digitizes 
the audio and shoots it out on a cel¬ 
lular service (without the aid of a Tl) 
through the Internet back to the station, 
where similar software picks up the 
feed. They then monitor and control 
two computers, which serve as back¬ 
ups. at the station using software such 
as LogMeln or TeamViewcr. 

Krywko says this method is more 
than adequate for their usual needs. "We 
can send CD-quality (stereo 128 bits) 
while on remotes. We have actually had 
our engineers say it sounds too good, 
and folks won’t think it’s a remote, and 
we should add some hum or hiss!" 

But for the Route 66 tour. Comrex 
loaned WRLR a portable Access Stereo 
BRIC IP audio codec for remote use. as 
well as a rackmount unit for the studio. 
Krykwo says the codec connected to the 
studio uses the "path of least resistance" 
- users selected the best available 

route, whether that be cellular, broad¬ 
band Wi-Fi. 3G. 4G. satellite. POTS or 
otherwise. 

Chris Zeman. WRLR’s Web and 
automation manager, said prior to 
the tour that he was concerned about 
Internet connectivity for the trip's dura¬ 
tion. 

"Cellular coverage can be difficult to 
predict even with coverage maps from 
providers," Zeman said, explaining that 
their accuracy can be greatly affected 
by "a building between your phone or 
data card and the tower. |which| can 
reduce the signal strength to virtually 
nothing. The odds are even higher of 
having little-to-no coverage if you’re 
indoors. Ideally, we’ll be able to work 
with our partners along the route to 
access a broadband connection (i.e. 
cable or DSL) without outgoing ports 
or protocols blocked, quite common for 
remotes at high schools. It’s preferable 
to have mobile broadband available as a 
backup plan; not your only plan." 

When Radio World caught up to the 
tour on June 10. Krykwo confirmed 
that they had been able to primarily use 
Wi-Fi for the remotes, although when 
necessary "Verizon cell service worked 
great" as a backup. 

"This tour has been great as a way for 
me to see ‘Americana’ through the eyes 
of my British co-hosts. They really have 
an appreciation, a fascination for this 
way of life and Route 66.” said Lepek. 

I NEWSROUNDUP 
Tech developer Apple unveiled its new stream¬ 

ing music discovery service, called iTunes Radio. Apple 
engineers created a set of featured stations; users can 
listen to those or design their own, including select¬ 
ing songs that are trending on Twitter. The service is 
seen as a competitor to streaming music services like 
Pandora, Spotify and Slacker. The free service is ad-
supported, or ad-free with an iTunes Match subscrip¬ 
tion. It's set to launch this fall. 

Comments are due this month on the FCC's annual 
regulatory fees. The commission has proposed modifying how it assesses and 
collects fees to account for advances in the communications industry, as well 
as its own staff changes over the years. Depending on whether the agency 
keeps the current process in place for 2013, or changes how it determines the 
fees, radio stations could see either a modest increase or a large one com¬ 
pared to 2012. Submit comments to MD Docket 13-140 by June 19 and replies 
by June 26. 

Web aggregator Slacker says Top 40 charts "were designed for 
your mom." That's why it modernized its music charts to show how listeners 
are engaging with the music they're streaming. Called the "Slacker EQ Score," 
the charts will show the number of times a song was started and how many 
times it was listened to completely. The number of skips, changes and bans is 
shown as well. 
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DIELECTRIC 
(continued from page 1 ) 

two years at the Dielectric breakfast meet¬ 
ings at NAB. company management dis¬ 
cussed how difficult the business environ¬ 
ment had been." 

Salek said he had also heard rumors of 
SPX investor dissent. SPX is a publicly 
held Fortune 500 company with diversified 
operations in 35 countries, according to its 
website. 

•UNFORTUNATELY THE PERFECT STORM' 
Electronics Research Inc. is a competitor 

of Dielectric. ERI President Tom Silliman 
said Dielectric’s core business clearly had 
become more television-centric over the 
years, with the company enjoying tremendous 
success during the transition to digital TV. 

"Dielectric was still number one in top¬ 
mounted or stacked UHF horizontal dual 
polarized slot antennas,” he said. 

Silliman said the FCC’s freeze on pro¬ 
cessing TV broadcast applications "was the 
straw that broke the back of SPX/Dielectric. 
It was unfortunately the perfect storm.” 

The freeze has pul a strain on the tele¬ 
vision broadcast transmitter and antenna 
manufacturing market generally, he said. 

j Dielectric's closing) is a sensitive topic 
for us because we have partnered on a lot 
of projects with Dielectric over the years." 
said Silliman. "We have a lot of skill sets 
here at ERI where we collaborate with a lot 
of different companies." Now. he said. ERI 
has "been getting calls from people who 
would never talk to us before." 

Dielectric's sales were "probably half 
of what ours were in the global market,” 
Silliman said. "Dielectric had been losing 
money." 

Silliman said SPX is reaching oui to 
potential suitors attempting to sell the com¬ 
pany's intellectual property, which includes 
the Dielectric name. 

"They really don't seem to want Io sell 
the company as a whole." Silliman said. "We 
were somewhat interested in Dielectric, but 
we are not actively pursuing Dielectric." 

ERI. which also manufactures UHF and 
VHF antennas and has about 160 employ¬ 
ees at two facilities in Indiana, now views 
Shively as its top remaining competitor. 
Silliman said. 

NEWS 

Shively manufactures FM antennas, fil¬ 
ters, combiners and transmission line. The 
company sees the market as improving, 
said Angela Gillespie, sales manager for 
Shively. "Our sales have increased this year 
and we had a great NAB. Our backlog is 
strong and we are all feeling confident that 
this will continue." she said. 

(continued on page 8) 

DIELECTRIC'S RICH 

HISTORY 

Dr. Charles "Doc" Brown founded 
Dielectric in 1942 and based his 
earliest products on research he con¬ 
ducted developing transmission lines 
for early radar systems used during 
World War II. Dielectric, which took 
its name from a non-conductive elec¬ 
trical insulator, applied that technol¬ 
ogy in the new civilian field of radio 
and television broadcasting. 

Dielectric became a part of 
General Signal Corp, in 1977, and 
then a division of SPX in 1998. The 
company made some notable acquisi¬ 
tions through the years, including 
RCA's TV Antenna operation in 1986 
and Harris Corp.'s Antenna Products 
Division in 2000. 

Some 57 employees at Dielectric's 
Raymond, Maine, headquarters will 
be affected by the closing. They were 
encouraged to apply for new posi¬ 
tions at other SPX divisions. 

Dielectric was perhaps best known 
for its major TV antenna projects, 
which include systems at the Sutro 
Tower in San Francisco, 4 Times 
Square in New York City and the 
Empire State Building. 

Also notable in Dielectric his¬ 
tory were photos of first responders 
hanging an American flag from the 
destroyed Dielectric TV antenna mast 
emerging from the rubble of the 
World Trade Center on Sept. 11, 2001. 

At one time Dielectric had facili¬ 
ties in five states, which covered 
more than 340,000 square feet and 
employed 600 full-time employees, 
according to a company bio. 

DIELECTRIC WARRANTY INFORMATION 

Radio broadcasters are being assured by SPX that the company Intends to honor 
any and all outstanding warranty obligations. In a letter to customers at the end of 
April, Dielectric General Manager Mark Fichter said SPX plans to use SPX employees 
and subcontracted services for repair or replacement obligations. 

"We will inform customers of the new warranty notification process when we 
have finalized the specifics," Fichter wrote in the letter. 

Dielectric customers are asked to contact the same customer service resources 
they always have to request warranty services. 

At least one engineer expressed apprehension. "Long-term, I have a concern 
about the availability of replacement parts for existing Dielectric products in the 
field," said Jim Stanley, owner of Stanley Broadcast Engineering. 

June 19. 2013 

1. Mount Royal, Montreal has several FMs on Dielectric DCR-M antennas. 
2. This single antenna is the Dielectric VHF antenna at 4 Times Square. 
3. Three Cox Radio FMs, three Clear Channel Media and Entertainment FMs, 
and one non-commercial FM share this Dielectric FMVee master antenna 
in Riverview, Fla. 4. A Dielectric FMVee master antenna in Tampa, Fla. 
5. The top section of the Dielectric FMVee master antenna in St. Louis. 
Ten stations operate on this system with a Dielectric combiner, with dual 
6-1/8-inch transmission lines and dual 3-1/8-inch feedlines for the analog. 
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COMPLETE REMOTE STUDIO ON TWO WHEELS 
We are pretty 

sure this is a 

first - an open-air 

moving studio 

broadcast on two 

wheels (well, six, 

technically). 

All audio was 

fed to a Com rex 

ACCESS Portable, 

complete with 

optional mixer, 

which Dan used 

to mix the live 

Dan Jackson, engineer for 92.9 FM in Perth, Australia 

was faced with a unique challenge. Breakfast hosts Paul Hogan 

and Lisa Fernandez would be cycling for hours in strong winds 

and pouring rain as part of the 92.9 Kids Appeal for Telethon. 

The unique solution was to equip Dan's bike as a mobile 

production facility. The talent wore wireless mies AND in-

the-ear monitors which communicated with receivers and 

transmitters in a rack bag on Dan's bike. 

comrex.com 

on-air feed as the trio traversed the winding roads of 

Perth. How did it all work out? Absolutely flawlessly - the show 

went on without as much as a speed bump! 

ACCESS Portable lets you send studio-quality live audio, real 

time over IP using 3G, 4G, Wi Fi, BGAN/VSAT, PSTN or DSL to 

make any remote broadcast really stand out. Connect with your 

audience from anywhere, live, with the easy to use, handheld 

ACCESS Portable! 

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com 

TELL US HOW YOU USE YOUR ACCESS AND WE'LL POST IT AT OUR ROAD WARRIOR BLOG: 

remotes.comrex.com 
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RDS 
(continued from page 3) 

erly with the same PI code. Do not let 
this happen to you! Each station in the 
market needs to have a unique PI code. 

ALTERNATE FREQUENCIES 
AF, Alternative Frequencies, data 

is helpful for stations that have mul¬ 
tiple frequencies, such as a translator or 
simulcast partner. 

If this does not apply to your station, 
make sure the list is empty. 

If this does apply, make sure the 
frequency entries are accurate. If you 
do not pay attention to this setting, you 
are opening yourself up to a situation as 
described above, in which the receiver 
may tune to an undesired station if your 
station’s signa! becomes weak. 

PS CENTERING 
Program Service Centering is a 

popular method used to make the eight¬ 
character PS look good on a receiver. If 
the PS contains fewer than eight charac¬ 
ters. RDS hardware and software ven¬ 
dors have had the ability to “add” spaces 
to the field to make it appear centered. 

I was a big proponent of this until 
Insignia introduced the NS-HDOI por¬ 
table HD Radio with analog FM RDS 
support. It has a bug; the PS will not 
display if the first character has a space. 
It seems to the user that PS frames are 
being dropped. 

While I am not usually a proponent 
of catering to a specific receiver issue, 
1 think it is in the best interest that we 
make the user experience good on this 
radio, seeing how monumental it was 
to our industry. Newer versions of the 
receiver have corrected the issue. 

With PS becoming less visible in new 
products, PS Centering and PS Scrolling 
have started to lose their relevance. 

FORMAT CHANGES 
Don’t forget RDS when you change 

station format. This might seem obvi¬ 
ous, yet 1 have seen stations overlook 
it. Plan to migrate RDS (and other data 
services) as appropriate. Include these 
migrations in your project checklist. 

If you cannot dedicate resources to 
switch your RDS during the format 
change, at least make sure the RDS 
encoder is offline and not injecting the 
subcarrier on the air. Revisit the RDS as 

soon as possible. 
Note: Stations leasing RDS band¬ 

width or providing traffic informa¬ 
tion via TMC should not disconnect 
their encoders due to a format change, 
because you are required to always be 
transmitting RDS TMC data. 

Items to inspect and review during 
a format change are the Program Type 
(the format), Program Identification 
(did the call sign change?) and default 
Program Service/RadioText messages. 
Make sure that you replace all refer¬ 
ences to reflect the new format. 

I have seen stations that display the 
old station name and format information 
not just for hours but sometimes weeks. 
Likewise, if you do plan your RDS for 
the new format, be sure it does not get on 
the air before the format does. That could 
be a spoiler to your surprise launch. 

MONITOR YOUR STATIONS 
When I am travelling, I periodically 

scan the FM dial to see what other sta¬ 
tions are doing. 1 have seen problems 
with a station's RDS implementation and 
contacted the station; the people there 
typically have no idea the problem exists. 

Did your automation system lose 
its data link to the encoder? If so, you 
might be stuck displaying old song 
data, although some solutions are in the 
marketplace to address this and similar 
issues. There are also some monitoring 
systems on the market to alert you if 

your RDS data has a failure. 
Not all of us have these tools available 

to us, but there are some simple offerings 
that every station should be able to afford 
to help keep an eye on RDS data and its 
performance. In many situations where I 
observed problems, I found that the sta¬ 
tion engineer did not have an RDS radio. 
Get one. There are many on the market, 
some now under $50. 

Ask your GM to buy 
a few inexpensive RDS-
capable receivers for you 
and other key personnel. 

Ask your GM to buy a few inexpen¬ 
sive RDS-capable receivers for you and 
other key personnel. Does the PD have 
a radio? He or she should be watching. 
Consider getting a unit to mount in the 
air studio so the personalities can keep 
an eye on the data. 

If you do not have RDS in the car, 
consider getting a radio that does. Do 
your homework though; it can be dif¬ 
ficult to find in the aftermarket automo¬ 
tive receiver space these days. If you are 
buying a new car, it is relatively easy to 
find a factory installed radio with RDS. 

GET THE MOST 
OUT OF RDS 

This is the last in a series of occa¬ 
sional articles to help you get the 
most out of RDS. Read them all 
at: radioworld.com/RDS. We will 
continue to update readers as new 
uses of the technology evolve. 

You can spend as little as $50 or as 
much as a few hundred dollars getting 
access to RDS radios. 

I have several at my desk that I use to 
listen to my stations while I work. I have 
RDS in my car, as well. You do not have 
to watch it constantly, but keeping your 
eye on it and being aware is better than 
ignoring this popular feature. 

Remember, when your station is not 
transmitting RDS properly, your sta¬ 
tion’s credibility and image suffer. For 
those who are selling advertisements 
via RDS, or if your station is leasing 
RDS bandwidth for traffic or other uses, 
this can cost you money. You probably 
listen to your stations on a daily basis; 
just make sure you are using a radio 
with RDS. 

Alan Jurison is a senior operations 

engineer for Clear Channel Media 

and Entertainment's Engineering and 

Systems Integration Group. He holds 

several SBE certifications including 

CSRE, CBNE, AMD and DRB. His 

opinions are not necessarily those of 

Clear Channel or Radio World. 

DIELECTRIC 
(continued from page 6) 

Since Shively’s main focus is on FM. Gillespie said, the 
manufacturer has been able to adapt to the changing inter¬ 
national market. “Maybe it’s a TV issue, but we haven’t felt 
a major impact,” she said. The company, based in Bridgton, 
Maine, is a division of Howell Laboratories. 

She declined to discuss whether Shively is looking at pur¬ 
chasing any of Dielectric’s components. 

Jampro Antennas Inc. officials declined to comment on 
Dielectric’s decision to cease operations. Products include 
FM, UHF and VHF antennas, combiners, filters, patch pan¬ 
els and towers. On its website, Jampro calls itself “the oldest 
broadcast antenna company in North America.” 

An SPX spokesperson declined to comment on a possible 
sale. 

WILL THE NAME LIVE ON? 
Dielectric’s demise means radio broadcasters will now 

have fewer choices for their FM antenna design and manu¬ 
facturing needs, according to several broadcast engineers. 
Clear Channel Media & Entertainment has used Dielectric in 
the past, according to Jeff Littlejohn, executive vice president 
of engineering and systems integration. 

“While we were disappointed to see Dielectric’s announce¬ 
ment, there are still options for FM broadcast antenna manu¬ 
facturers to choose from,” Littlejohn said. 

Clear Chanel typically selects antennas based on their fit 
for each individual project, according to Littlejohn. 

“I don’t expect this will have a major impact. However, 
we hope that someone will purchase the Dielectric line and 

continue manufacturing,” Littlejohn said. “Dielectric has 
provided some good solutions that we’d like to see continue 
and of course, we’d like to retain support for past purchases.” 

Greater Media Vice President for Radio Engineering 
Milford Smith said Dielectric’s absence will have a huge 
impact on TV but considerably less on radio broadcasters. 
“We have not purchased a Dielectric FM antenna product late¬ 
ly. I don’t believe we have any Dielectric products currently in 
use at Greater Media, save a few power monitors.” Smith said. 

Greater Media, which has a long-time relationship with 
ERI and uses those products almost exclusively, has some 
major projects in the pipeline, but the Dielectric news should 
not make an impact on those, Smith said. “1 don’t see it as a 
big deal but I am always sorry to see a competitor in any area 
of broadcast equipment go away. Competition generally makes 
for sharper pencils and a better marketplace,” Smith said. 

All of the experts contacted for this story think the move 
will affect TV broadcasters more than radio station operators. 

“I see them as more of a TV supplier,” said Mario Heib, 
a consulting engineer and occasional RW contributor. “An 
orphaned company [like Dielectric] will sometimes be 
absorbed by another company to support its product. That 
might happen here.” 

Grabbing additional FM broadcast antenna market share 
will likely be ERL Jampro, Shively, SWR, Kathrein and 
possibly a few low-power manufacturers, said Bill Godfrey, 
engineering associate with Kessler and Gehman Associates, 
an engineering consulting firm. 

Cavell, from Cavell, Mertz & Associates, said, “I rather 
expect that the relative radio market positions of ERI, Jampro 
and Shively will not materially change. I believe the key for 
each of these companies is to continue to show customer 
focus and to concentrate on service and support.” 
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KINTRONIC LABS HAS NEW PHASOR CABINETS 

A new family of antenna phasor 
cabinets is available from Kintronic Lab 
s. The company describes them as light 
and economical for "budget-minded" 
AM owners. 

Also new from Kintronic Labs is an 
antenna tuning unit series. The com¬ 
pany describes these also as economical 
but adds that they will have the same 
functionality and typical wide audio 
bandwidth performance as higher-priced 
models, but without as many features. 

The company also offers FM antenna 
repair and rework along with field ser¬ 
vice, including FM antenna system sweeps 
to identify transmission deficiencies. 

info: www.kintronic.com 

BROADCAST BIONICS SHOWS 
INTERACTIVE FEATURES 
FOR PH0NEB0X4 

Version 4 of the PhoneBox talkshow system from Broadcast 
Bionics now features the On Air Social Interaction System, or 
OASIS. 

PhoneBox4 with OASIS brings interactivity to the radio stu¬ 
dio by managing Twitter, Facebook, Googlet-, phone calls and 
codecs in one piece of talkshow software. The result is a tele¬ 
phone system that incorporates social media. 

The system enables smart filtering of tweets, blogs and posts 
as well as call routing. PhoneBox4 ties to the broadcaster's play-
out system, giving users access to artists' official Facebook and 
Twitter pages. Equipped with features to control phone calls, 
the company says that PhoneBox4 sports a new user interface 
with touchscreen capabilities. 

PhoneBox4 lets broadcasters be a part of what's going on 
outside the studio — follow hot topics, search celebrity tweets, 
use for readouts, and tweet back from the studio, for example. 
It also features SMS and email. 

info: www.bionics.co.uk 

DVB-T2 AND DAB ANTENNAS 
FROM ALDENA 

The new AQP040442x VHF band III panel 
antenna from Aldena is equipped with four dipoles 
and can be configured for vertical, horizontal, cir¬ 
cular or mixed polarization. Able to broadcast two 
simultaneous services, such as DTV and DAB, the 
antenna is described as suitable for any climate. 

Also new from the Italian firm is the ATS anten¬ 
na series. ATS antennas have an omnidirectional 
pattern over the entire UHF band, are top-mount¬ 
ed and plug-and-play, with low VSWR, weight and 
windload. ATS antennas are available with various 
max power and gain (from 1 kW up to 5 kW and 
from 5.5 dB up to 8.5 dB). 

Aldena's EMLAB antenna system design soft¬ 
ware now supports the ISDB-T standard. EMLAB 
aids users in the planning of SFN/MFN networks

(analog or digital signals) by providing area coverage calculations, interference analysis 
and SFN problem detection. 

info: www.aldena.it 

BURK UPGRADES ARC 

////////ARCPIus Touch 

Burk Technology, maker of 
remote control systems, is 
offering a new touch-screen 
controller, the ARC Plus Touch. 

The transmitter remote 
control (shown) features a full-color LCD touchscreen for on-site monitoring and control. It 
includes built-in macros, virtual channels, Web/smartphone interface and all Version 3 ARC 
Plus software upgrades. Burk says it is compatible with Plus-X and PlusConnect Ethernet 
I/O devices. A voice/DTMF dial-in and dial-out is available with ESI Plus optional telephone 
interface hardware. 

Also new for Burk is the Plus-X RP-8 Adapter. This adapter connects up to eight existing 
Sine RP-8 interface panels to an ARC Plus Touch or an existing ARC Plus system via LAN/ 
WAN. The company says that it allows an easy, cost-effective upgrade to ARC Plus from 
Sine by eliminating rewiring. 

info: www.burk.com 
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WHEATSTONE ROLLS OUT 
THIRD-GEN PROCESSOR 

AUDIOSCIENCE ADDS HD RADIO/DAB 
TO TUNER CARDS 

The audio processing arm of Wheatstone has debuted its third-generation 
AirAura X3 spectral audio processor. 

The new final clipper is said to create extremely competitive loudness 
while minimizing listener fatigue. Another technology helps extend per¬ 
ceived stereo coverage; a third helps hide coding artifacts that might be 
present in stereo source material. 

"Some audio processors precondition audio to make it more favorable 
for a codec's input, but no on-air processor had ever been developed with 
features specifically designed to help already coded stereo audio sound bet¬ 
ter after the fact," Wheatstone states. AirAura X3's PostCode Tool helps 
minimize audibility of coding artifacts in stereo material without degrading 
the listening experience. "By reducing the swishing, swirling, grainy artifacts 
of coded audio, listeners will be able to listen as long as they like with no 
fatigue." 

Among features new or improved are five-band AGC with Sweet Spot 
Technology tuning capabilities; 31-band limiter algorithms; left/right analog 
output routing for FM and HD processing; and an equalizer that offers both 
parametric and Baxandall-style shelving EQ. 

The company highlights a new bass management system with enhanced 
tuning features; new stereo generator with DSB and two SSB encoding meth¬ 
ods; new Guru GUI tuning capabilities; and several other features. 

Also in processing, Wheatstone introduced the FM-531HD, an FM/HD 
on-air processor that includes the multiband selectivity of the company's 
31-band AirAura but in a smaller, more affordable package. 

INFOt www.wheatstone.com 

AudioScience Inc. has added HD Radio and DAB/DAB+ 
functionality to its ASI8821 and ASI8921 tuner 
cards series. 

The ASI8921-5500 (PCI) and 
ASI8821-5500 (PCI Express) 
contain eight tuners that 
may be programmed 
independently to receive 
analog FM, HD Radio FM 
or any channel from any 
DAB/DAB+ multiplex in Band 
III (168 to 240 MHz). 

President Richard Gross said 
in the announcement, "HD Radio 
is getting increased visibility in the 
marketplace and the multi-program 
capabilities make it a compelling option 
for many consumers. In Europe, Australia 
and various Asian counties, DAB and DAB+ continue to make inroads and are 
in some instances already displacing analog FM broadcasts." 

In HD Radio mode, each tuner can decode and stream the HD Radio 
Program-Associated Data and RDS/RBDS data for analog FM. HD Radio multi¬ 
cast is supported, allowing the audio and PAD stream to be switched between 
the Main Program Service (MPS) and Secondary Program Services (SPS) under 
software control. 

In DAB/DAB+ mode each of the eight tuners can decode and stream a 
channel from any available digital multiplex including associated Service ID, 
Component ID, Ensemble ID and available PAD data. 

Recording formats include PCM, MPEG-1 Iayer2 and MP3. Using MRX, the 
company's Multi-Rate mixing technology, each stream can be recorded at any 
sample rate between 8 and 48 kHz. 

INFO: www.audioscience.com 

OMB RAISES ITS EFFICIENCY 

SOUND TREATMENT 
FROM ACOUSTICAL 
SOLUTIONS 

Whoever said that acoustical 
treatment was boring? Certainly 
not the folks at Acoustical 
Solutions, whose offerings this 
summer include new Whisperwave 
"Clouds" (shown). 

Whisperwaves are designed to 
be suspended from a ceiling. The 
company says that their curved 
design adds to movement and style to any space while absorbing noise from 
above. They have a Class 1 fire rating and 0.85-0.95 NRC. 

Sizes range from 2 feet x 4 feet x 2 inches to 4 feet x 8 feet x 3 inches and in 
basic white or light grey or HPC coating colors — almond, black, ivory, light blue, 
light grey, medium grey or white. 

The company also offers AcoustiArt sound absorbing panels, customized pan¬ 
els that can have most any hi-res graphic or photo screened onto them. They are 
flexible in the size and shape of the panel. The panels have a Class 1 fire rating 
and an NRC of 0.85-1.15. 

INFO: www.acousticalsolutions.com 

Transmitter maker OMB Broadcast introduced a new, more efficient, 5 kW 
FM transmitter at the spring NAB Show. 

The company says that the 
new higher efficiency transmit¬ 
ter was designed around and is 
made with three independent 
power supply units of 3 kW 
each, with the idea of overprovi¬ 
sioning this part of the amplifier 
and adding additional protection 
with internal transient or surge arrestors 
built into the amplifier. 

The RF block is made of six highly-efficient 
1,200 W amplifier modules, with ratings of up to 
80 percent RF efficiency, according to the company. 

The modules are fed with individual DC circuit breakers. A low-pass filter 
reduces the harmonic and spurious emissions to levels lower than those 
required by international standards such as those defined by the CCIR, FCC 
and so on. The protection and control system is made to log all working 
events in real time. The amplifier also has analog and digital telemetry, 
foldback protection and very fast power shutoff in case of an alarm. 

The TFT color display screen allows monitoring and control of working 
parameters like power input and power output, reflected power, the six 
current levels and voltage of the power supply units. 

The variable speed air cooling system was designed to react to the tem¬ 
perature and thus consumes less energy and reduces noise. 

INFO: www.omb.com 
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Spectrum-scalable digital radios with user-selectable data rates enable broadcasters to have greater flexibility in STL planning and future growth. 
The integrated T1/E1 and Ethernet interfaces allow for a combination of T1/E1 and IP packet data. 

Sd IP APPLIANCES AND APPLICATIONS 
Offer IP transmitter control, surveillance security, and site monitoring to reduce downtime, and protect valuable station assets while saving 

travel time to the site. 

sa REMOTE MIRRORED SERVERS 
From the transmitter site, offers backup of business records and programming content to get you back on the air quickly in the event of a studio outage. 

EMAIL AND INTERNET ACCESS FROM THE TRANSMITTER SITE 
Saves engineers time accessing manuals or technical support from manufacturers during maintenance sessions. 

SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) 
Full SNMP package with GUI provides easy monitoring and configuration changes. 

Contact The Moseley Sales Team to Custom Configure Your EVENT STL/TSL Today! 
moseley broadcast. com 
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TELOS DEBUTS HX6 PHONE SYSTEM 

The Hx6 made its North American debut. The six-line phone system from Telos 
Systems offers Digital Dynamic EQ, ACG and caller audio processing by sister 
company Omnia. The company highlights its "stellar" audio quality, Livewire con¬ 
nectivity, VSet phones with high-resolution color screens and twin hybrids for 
high-quality conferencing. 

The Hx6 system works with POTS (analog) or ISDN (digital) phone lines. 
Digital Dynamic EQ and adjustable smart-level AGC are said to provide spec¬ 

trally consistent audio from call to call, even on calls from "notoriously tough" 
mobile handsets. Telos also highlights its studio adaptation and a subtle, inau¬ 
dible pitch shifter that work together to prevent feedback in open-speaker stu¬ 
dios. Caller override improves performance and allows precise adjustment of the 
degree to which the talent audio "ducks" the caller audio. 

Also at Telos, the Z/IP One broadcast codec for remotes over IP now works 
with Luci Live smartphone software. This makes high-quality field remotes pos¬ 
sible with Android or Apple smartphones, including iPod Touch, over WiFi, 3G 
and 4G connections. 

And Telos is expanding its Z/IP Server service, adding server nodes online in 
multiple locations, among other things; it said this will improve the reliability and 
availability of the free service. 

INFO: telos-systems.com 

VIDIGO HELPS CREATE 
APPEALING VIDEO CONTENT 

VidiGo says its offering called Visual Radio enables engaging radio content 
for multiple platforms like TV, Web and mobile. Features include automatic 
camera switching, dynamic digital video effects (DVE) and graphic overlays 
with real-time XML updates and audio control. 

"Visual Radio turns radio broadcasting into an entertaining and compel¬ 
ling visual show," the company promises. "It is a full software-based work¬ 
flow that automates an entire video production. The advanced automation 
possibilities, like automatic camera switching based on measured audio levels 
and the Sync Video Clip Starter, allow radio stations to create professional 
video without the need for extra staff." 

The company calls itself the only supplier offering a completely software¬ 
based product line for live video production based on standard IT hardware. 

UK station Fire Radio is among those using the system to reach smart¬ 
phones, tablets and connected TVs with content. 

info: www.vidigo.tv 

DAVICOM EXTENDS YOUR CONTROL 

Davicom is out with Version 5.50 of its firmware/software for use with 
remote monitoring, alarm and control products. 

Features include an iOS app for Apple devices; on-board SNMP V3 
Manager and Agent; direct Web access to on-site peripherals; PPP-to-IP brid¬ 
ging for backup communications; DTMF macros; and resizeable workspace 
screens. The image shows Davicom Direct Web access to on-site peripherals 
available in the new firmware and software version. 

Also new is Davicom's DADS-01, an AES/EBU audio detector switcher 
designed to be used as an automatic or manual switch for AES/EBU digital 
audio signals. 

The company says that it offers all the necessary inputs and outputs to be 
controlled and monitored by other equipment such as the Davicom remote 
site monitoring and control systems. The DADS-01 has advanced audio level 
detection algorithms that enable thresholds with delays to be programmed 
on each of its three input sources — two digital, one analog. 

info: www.davicom.com 

LOGITEK MOSAIC POWERS UP 

Logitek Electronic Systems released an updated version of the Mosaic console, 
first introduced in 2005 and used in radio and TV on-air and production. 

President Tag Borland called the update "a substantial improvement of our 
flagship product," with improved user look 
and feel, and easier access to new fea¬ 
tures of streaming consoles and 
networked audio systems. 

The Mosaic now features 
OLED screens throughout; 
screens have been added 
to the Softkey module 
along with Selector func¬ 
tions; overall functional¬ 
ity was updated, with eas¬ 
ier access to multicolor on/ 
off and selection buttons and 
better illumination of controls. 

Frame sizes are available from four 
to 24 faders; the consoles now feature table-
top enclosures that can be placed anywhere or moved when not needed. Logitek 
said the new model consumes about a third less power. Two styles of meter 
bridges may be used along with the new vMix+ utility. 

Also new is an update to the AE-32 Audio Engine platform to allow operation 
via AoIP. The card enables networking of the AE-32 with JetStream AoIP systems 
and allows the AE-32 to communicate with hard-disk systems using the JetNet 
network conduit. Contact the company for details. 

info: www.logitekaudio.com 
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BROADCAST ELECTRONICS LAUNCHES 
NEW TRANSMITTER, EXCITER 

Broadcast Electronics says its new STX LP Generation II FM transmitter is the 
first in the world to broadcast a DRM+ and an analog FM signal simultaneously 
through a single transmitter. 

The STX LP Generation II promises better performance, flexibility, reliability 
and value than previous transmitters, the company says. This second-genera¬ 
tion STX LP includes enhancements to provide more redundancy options and 
more value such as an integrated digital exciter, improved audio performance 

equal to the company's FXi 
Series, improved AC 
to RF efficiency, 
SNMP Level 3 
Control, HD and 
DRM+ capability, 

quieter fans, and 

new STXe exciters have a small footprint 
and are operational in FM, FM + HD Radio, HD Radio only, DRM+ only or HD 
Radio+DRM+ modes. They range in power from 100 mW to 250 W. The STXe 
exciter is now standard in BE's S and T Series FM transmitters. 

■NrO; www.bdcast.com 

GLENSOUND TAKES UP HD VOICE 

Glensound's Recce 
HD broadcasters' mobile 
phone uses the 7 kHz 
HD Voice spec to pro¬ 
vide greatly improved 
voice quality. It is a mixer 
combined into a small, 
portable, battery powered 
unit. Three announcers can 
connect, for portable sport 
and news reporting remote 
unit for TV and radio. Glensound 
notes that T-Mobile is supporting 
HD Voice in its 3G network. 

Also new from Glensound is the 
GSnake 400M, a 16-channel modular 
analog/digital audio snake. GSnake channels are paired and can be in any 
combination of sends or returns, in both analog and AES. Configuration is 
by moving the modular cards around; no PC is required. The audio link is 48 
kHz/24-bit digital and can be via coax (1,640 feet or 500 meters), Ethernet on 
Cat-5 (328 feet or 100 meters) or fiber. 
Glensound says the Solo is a simple announcer's interface providing a 

switched microphone input with compressor/limiter and a headphone output 
from a single external input. It gives the user independent control of the 
headphone level and the outgoing microphone on/off or on/cough. 
The TopHAT M3 is a portable headphone mixer with multiple headphone 

outputs. Used for talent and camera monitoring in OB environments, it has 
four inputs that feed two separate mixers. Each of the two mixers has three 
separate 6.35 mm headphone outputs. The unit includes a switched talkback 
mic input and can be battery or external DC powered. 

INFO: www.glensound.co.uk 

USB AND CONDENSERS FROM 
AUDIO-TECHNICA 

Audio-Technica has new a range of microphones 
for the summer, from project studio USBs to high-
end studio models. 

The AT2020USB+ (shown) is a USB cardioid pattern 
condenser USB mic; if the name sounds familiar it is. 
The AT2020USB+ is an upgrade of the AT2020USB. It 
has a USB output with a 16-bit, 44.1/48 kHz onboard 
digital converter. A headphone output allows for moni¬ 
toring. A built-in mixer allows for basic mixing. It is com¬ 
patible with Mac OSX and Win XP/7 software. It also ships 
with a desktop tripod stand and USB cable. 

The AT5040 cardioid pattern side-address condenser is the 
"ultimate studio microphone," according to Audio-Technica. It's hand-built, with 
four large rectangular diaphragms that A-T says totals approximately two inches. 
Internal shockmounting isolates the element. It ships with an external shockmount 
and a carrying case. 

info: www.audio-technica.com 

BARIX DEBUTS PS1 INTERCOM 

Fresh from the NAB Show is the Barix 
Annuncicom PS1 (shown), an IP-based inter¬ 
com system. 

The PS1 is designed for simple intercom 
jobs where IP connections are available. Its 
hardware includes an onboard mic and speaker, 
along with power-over-Ethernet. Its controlling software 
immediately locates itself and other Annuncicoms on a net¬ 
work. With two or more PS1s, no other equipment should be 
needed to set up an intercom network. 

PS1 supports MP3, PCM, G.711, G.722 encoding and adds AACpIus and Ogg 
Vorbis decoding. It also has a headphones output and mic input. 

Barix also has its new Real-Time Clock. This self-sustaining reference clock 
plugs into any device with an RS-232 serial port, including but not limited to 
Barix IP audio and control products. The Barix Real-Time Clock (RTC) main¬ 
tains time independent of a network-based time reference and provides that 
time information immediately after a device startup. Even when disconnected 
it maintains time independently. 

info: www.barix.com 

BURU UPGRADES 
NEWSROOM OFFERINGS 

Burli Software has updated its newsroom 
software. 

Recently-released updates include expanded 
subscriptions, improved GPIO integration with Axia systems and support for 
a greater range of audio formats — including audio formats used by iOS and 
Blackberrry 10 mobile devices. 

Burli this spring also showed expanded Virtual Newsroom tools to help broad¬ 
cast chains and groups manage news content across markets and bureaus with 
greater ease and improved single sign-on tools for newsrooms. 

The company says that Burli Software has been producing its Newsroom 
System — which has helped journalists manage, edit and broadcast the news on 
traditional and digital platforms worldwide — for more than 15 years. 

info: www.burli.com 

Look for more Summer of Products coverage 
in upcoming issues. 
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Design a Backup STL ... 
... and get what every 
engineer wants: 
happy customers 

■ WORKBENCH by John Bisset 
Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com 

AT&T could scrounge up someone who 
had a clue about program circuits. 

Of course, that wouldn't happen 
quickly. With afternoon drive only a 
couple hours away, it was time to come 
up with a more immediate solution. 

Turns out the station's stream was up 
and running just fine, so why not use 
a 4G smartphone to feed audio to the 
transmitter? 

The call came in at about 2 p.m. The 
station was off the air. A quick lis¬ 

ten confirmed that the transmitter was 
on, yet the station was broadcasting no 
audio. 

The STL to this transmitter site is 
via telco lines, so the staff placed a call 
to AT&T. The chief then headed to the 
transmitter while contract engineer Jim 
Schultz went to the studio, just to make 
sure it wasn't a failed audio processor. 

Over the years, “disaster recovery” is 
something to which Jim has accustomed 
himself. He says their first idea was to 
connect an MP3 player, pre-prepro¬ 
grammed with some IDs, generic PSAs 
and music, at the transmitter site until 

One TRS (tip-ring-sleeve) mini plug 
and two XLR connectors later, the sta¬ 
tion was back on the air, with the 
smartphone’s output feeding the audio 
processing at the transmitter. And the 
station sounded pretty darn good. 

Five hours later, AT&T replaced a 
power supply in one of its central offic¬ 
es, and the program lines were back in 
business. 

A smartphone is certainly not the 
ideal STL. but the station didn't miss a 
spot and the GM was quite happy. Isn't 
that what every engineer wants: happy 
customers? 

As for the commercials: It seems 
that you can legally air the stream but 
not stream the air. There were only two 

EVEN THE BEST 
PERFORMING 
CLASSICS DESERVE 
TO RETIRE. 

Upgrade your ARC-16 to ARC Plus Touch 
in less than an hour. 

We all love the ARC-16, but there’s new technology it just 

wasn't designed for - like Burk's exclusive smartphone app 
that lets you dial-in, diagnose, and resolve problems remotely. 

Switchover is painless: Swap plugs and run a quick 
configuration program. Existing wiring stays put. 

SOLUTIONS YOU CAN USE. 
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST. 

Fig. 1: Dave Radigan uses a switcher to select backup feeds to his transmitter. 

Fig. 2: A streaming receiver provides backup audio should the main STL fail. 

advertisers whose spots were missing 
from the stream blacked out. and the 
GM cleared any spots from those two 
advertisers during the time the station 
aired the stream. 

Jim is not the only engineer who 
has thought about using streaming as a 
backup STL. 

Dave Radigan, president of WEBO 
(AM) in Owego, N.Y., took his backup 
system a step further. Using an audio 
switcher, pictured in Fig. 1. Dave can 
select from his stream, a utility feed or 
the phone. Fig. 2 shows Dave’s stream¬ 
ing radio, which feeds the switcher. 

You can't have too many backups! 

Jim Schultz also stumbled across a handy item for his “bag of tricks.” 
He had purchased a Tascam DR-40 

recorder but was disappointed that its 
mic level input was fixed at -19 dB. 
which was sufficient for use with nor¬ 
mally hotter condenser microphones, 
but way too low to give a decent signal-
to-noise ratio with popular dynam¬ 
ics like the EV RE50, EV 635 or 
Shure SM58. 

Two products that correct this prob¬ 
lem are Cloudlifter and the Fethead. 
Each offers 20-25 dB of gain and run 
on phantom power. Originally designed 
to help low-output ribbon mies, these are 
a perfect solution to the gain issue. Their 
websites can be found at radioworld. 
comUinks. 

Jim writes that he has no idea why a 
mic level input would be set at -19 dB; 
perhaps the designers felt the recorder 
would be used mostly for recording 
loud music. Jim has a Tascam recording 
codec that has the same issues on the 
Mic input. 

Reach contract engineer Jim Schultz 
at schultzcomm@optonline.net. 

Contribute to Workbench. You’ll help 

your fellow engineers and qualifyf or SBE 

recertification credit. Send Workbench 

tips to johnpbisset@gmail.com. Fax to 
(603) 472-4944. 

Author John Bisset has spent 44 

years in the broadcasting industry and 

is still learning. He handles West Coast 

sales for the Telos Alliance. He is SBE 

certified and is a past recipient of the 

SBE's Educator of the Year Award. 
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Selectable 
Sample Rate 
44.1 or 48 kHz Silence 

Detection 
Each output can 

trigger alarms or make 
a routing change 

Front Panel Bar 
Graph Meters 

Switchable to display 
source input level or 

destination output level 
after gain trim 

Front Panel 
Routing Control 

Any system source to any 
destination on that BLADE 

True 
Mono 
Channels 
No need 
to tie up 
stereo pairs 

DNA of the Entire 
Network Stored in 

Every BLADE 
Every setting for every 

network device is stored 
inside every BLADE. Handy, 
if you ever need to replace a 
BLADE. Just plug it in and it 
learns from the network! 

Flexible 
GPI Logic 

12 universal logic 
ports, programmable 
as inputs or outputs, 
routable throughout 
the entire system 

ACI (Automation 
Control Interface) 

An embedded interface for 
complete external control over 
IP for both the BLADE itself 

and its Utility Mixers 

SNMP 
Messaging 

for alerts 

Gigabit Ethernet 
100/1000 Mbs permits 

robust operation and allows 
for exceptional expansion 

capabilities 

Two 8x2 Stereo Virtual Utility Mixers 
These can be used for a wide range of applications; for 
example, using Wheatstone’s ACI Automation Control 
Interface, your automation system can control the mix 

for satellite or local insertion switching. 

Intelligent 
Operation 

Programming a BLADE 
is easy. Scripting 
enables decisions 

about what to do and 
how to do it. Kind 
of like "If/Then” on 

steroids. 

Built-in 
Web Server 

so you can configure and 
control locally or remotely 

without having to run 
dedicated software 

Silent — No Fans 
Can safely be located in a 

studio with live mies 

Front Panel 
Headphone Jack 
with source select and 
level control — monitor 
any system source 

Family Ties 
Every BLADE is part of 
the extended family of 

WheatNet-IP " compatible 
and interoperable devices, 

including automation 
systems, schedulers, 

scripting, studio controllers, 
Talent Stations, codecs, 

STLs, intercoms, 
processors, mic preamps, 
utility panels and more. 

StudioHub 
Compatible RJ45 
Interconnects 

Plus there are connections unique to 
each BLADE such as XLR jacks, etc. 

Each BLADE on the Intelligent Network is exceptionally powerful... 
but do you know about the incredible functionality inside BLADE? 

By now. it's a good bet you're aware of the WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network. You know about its advantages - how it's obsessively compulsive 

about redundancy. How it can repair itself, configure itself, run rings around the competition while still having much greater bandwidth 

(due to its Gigabit Ethernet throughput) - enough, in fact, to not only handle our increased functionality today, but well into the future. 

So we figured it's time to let you know a little more about those boxes you plug into the Intelligent Network. The ones that contribute to its 

intelligence. They're called BLADES and from inception have been far more advanced than any boxes on any other networks out there. 

Take a look and consider how you'd put all that to work in YOUR WheatNet-IP system. 

phone 1.252.638-7000 I wheatstone.com I sales@wheatstone.com 
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Conference Asks, ‘What Is Radio?’ John Barber and his students shared 
the output of a class that focused on 

Academics, journalists and radio vets explore the existential question 
BY JENNIFER WAITS 

Radio practitioners, theorists and fans 
convened in Portland. Ore., in April to 
investigate the theme, “What is Radio? 
Exploring the Past. Present & Future." 

Unlike many radio conferences I've 
attended. "What is Radio?" had an aca¬ 
demic focus. Hosted by the University of 
Oregon School of Journalism and Com¬ 
munication, the conference largely com¬ 
prises panels of academics from all over 
the world, with journalists, writers and 
working radio professionals speckled in. 

The event was accessible to a non¬ 
academic. radio-loving audience, though. 
It was part of an ongoing series of "What 
is?" conferences (the first two focused 
on film and television); and the topic of 

exploring the concept of Internet radio 
as a new form of media. Students cre¬ 
ated radio drama, radio art (including a 
piece called "Portland Soundscape" that 
captured ambient sounds of the city) and 
an audio social network. Projects can be 
heard on the Radio Nouspace website. 
http://radionouspace.net/. 

NOSTALGIA AND FORECASTS 
The conference delivered on its prom¬ 

ise of covering the "past, present and 
future of radio." with many panels honing 
in on particular periods of radio history. 
Thea Chroman chronicled the 

early history of Oregon radio station 
KOAC(AM). Looking at the station’s 
programming between 1923 and 1958. 
Chroman described the format as "pro¬ 
foundly practical." as KOAC aimed to 
provide extension education and agricul¬ 
tural information for its rural listeners. 

radio was chosen, according to co-orga-
nizer Janet Wasko, "because of changes 
going on with radio, lack of attention 
given to the medium, and the intense 
interest and expertise of ... colleagues. 
Peter Laufer and Michael I luntsberger." 

For me. it was an incredible few days 
of in-depth, intellectual conversations 
about a wide array of radio-themed topics. 

AUDIO THAT CRAWLS INSIDE YOUR HEAD 
The conference, held at the George 

S. Turnbull Portland Center, kicked off 
with an evening keynote by reporter and 
talk show host Charles Jaco. He dis¬ 
cussed the role of storytelling in radio 
and asked the audience to consider what 
makes a news story a "radio story" vs. a 
"television story.” 

As an example, he cited the famous 
example of the I960 Kennedy-Nixon 
presidential debate. Among radio lis¬ 
teners. Richard Nixon was generally 
thought to have won. but among tele¬ 
vision viewers. John F. Kennedy was 
pronounced the debate winner. 

Jaco explained that on television. 
Nixon "appeared shifty-eyed" and that 
this "visual narrative" is what caused 
him to fail among viewers. According 
to Jaco, how stories are told on radio is 
key. Without a narrative, radio isn’t much 
more than what we get with an iPod. 

Narrative. Jaco continued, is every¬ 
thing to religious stations, talk stations 
and sports stations; but he feels it has 
fallen by the wayside at many commer¬ 
cial radio stations. He argued that much 
of today’s great storytelling on radio 
occurs on noncommercial stations. 

A feature of great storytelling is 
that the listener is an active part of the 
process. In television, on the other hand, 
"nothing is left to the imagination." An 
absence of visuals can actually be a 
strong suit because "radio storytelling 
crawls inside the head of the listener." 

Crowd at the ‘What Is Radio’ conference. 

A MULTI-FACETED MEDIUM 
During the bulk of the conference, sev¬ 

eral simultaneous panels competed with 
one another, including sessions about 
radio in India, economic and regula¬ 
tory issues, radio for education. Spanish-
language radio, college radio, the impact 
of the 1996 Telecommunications Act and 
the future of radio. Presenters were asked 
to begin their talks with an anecdote 
about their first experience with radio, 
so throughout the conference we were 
treated to personal stories about why 
radio can be alluring. 

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
lecturer and broadcast veteran 
Christopher Terry shared a harrowing 
tale about his refusal to leave his college 
radio station during a tornado, telling 
the crowd that campus police dragged 
him away kicking and screaming. 

At least two presenters mentioned an 
early fascination with Dr. Demento. 

One of the more riveting panels cov¬ 
ered the development of a national prison 
radio network in Britain. Phil Maguire 
of the Prison Radio Association talked 
about how the network's award-win¬ 
ning programming helps to rehabili¬ 
tate prisoners. Although its programs 
are heard only within the confines of 
prison, we learned that one program. 
"The Victim’s Voice." was rebroadcast 
over BBC Radio 4. More information 
about the network can be found at irww. 
prison radioassociation.orp. 

WEIRDOS. MISFITS AND MAD GENIUSES 
On a less serious note. Phil Oppen¬ 

heim gave a fascinating presentation 
about the aesthetics of trash radio. He 
admitted that he’s not a radio scholar 
but confidently stated, "I know a lot 
about trash." In his talk. Oppenheim 
drew connections between radio and the 

Photos by Jennifer Waits Another historical paper, Aidan 
Moir’s presentation about radio print 

John Barber’s students present their Internet radio projects. 

world of cult and exploitation film. 
According to Oppenheim, trash often 

is aligned with camp, "losers and mis¬ 
fits." and "mad geniuses.” Translating 
that to radio, he delved into the category 
of “psychotronic radio" and also pro¬ 
filed some "weirdo" DJs who could be 
considered a part of trash culture. 

Some of Oppenheim’s subjects were 
connected with the beatnik scene, like 
Al "Jazzbo" Collins, and others were 
pranksters and free-form radio pioneers, 
often experimenting during late-night 
radio shifts (including talk show host 
Long John Nebel). 

A few panels looked at experimental 
radio. Daniel Gilfillan discussed radio 
as an “artistic medium" and talked 
about some intriguing live performances 
and broadcasts, including one in which 
hypertext triggered sounds over the radio 
so that home listeners could influence 
the broadcast by clicking on Web links. 

advertisements, took a look at how radi¬ 
os were marketed to consumers from 
the 1920s through the 1960s. I was 
charmed by her description of early ads 
for radios, which she said portrayed a 
"sublime, enchanted fantasy world." 

As far as the future, panelists offered 
mixed outlooks. 

John Anderson, whose forthcoming 
book "Radio's Digital Dilemma" out¬ 
lines the history of digital radio, took a 
stance heavily against HD Radio, call¬ 
ing it a "technology of hubris, developed 
out of fear and self-interest.” 

August Grant and Jeff Wilkinson 
gave a "Radio 2030" presentation, in 
which Wilkinson alluded to the myriad 
definitions of radio that were bandied 
about throughout the conference, giving 
a nod to radio’s enduring nature, saying, 
"radio is a shape-shifter." 

Grant and Wilkinson offered a few 
potential visions for the future of radio. 
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Signage for KBOO(FM), Portland’s listener-supported 
community radio station. 

John Anderson discusses the future of 
digital radio. 
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OPB's David Miller interviews Love Canal activist Lois Gibbs in 
front of a live audience. 

including both pessimistic (radio is irrel¬ 
evant. so it stagnates and is terminated, 
etc.) and optimistic (radio reinvents itself, 
adapts and survives, etc.). They suggested 
that radio in the future might become more 
local, with "innovation at the fringes.” 

AN ETHEREAL NATURE 
The conference concluded with a trip¬ 

py plenary presentation by John Durham 
Peters, titled "Radio’s Nonhuman 
Penumbra." In case you're scratching 
your head, as I was, here's the skinny: 
Peters described radio as "one of the 
most existential media." "highly poetic." 

"deeply philosophical" and possessing a 
"wonderful non-human dimension." 

According to Peters, the magic of 
radio is connected with the temporal 
nature of sound, and since sound has to 
“vanish instantly" and is "always disap¬ 
pearing," it has been challenging for 
humans to document it. His presenta¬ 
tion took a cosmic turn when he began 
to talk about radio signals in meteors, 
thunderstorms and the Milky Way. 

As I tried to wrap my head around all 
of the possibilities. I was struck by one 
particular comment of his. that “along¬ 
side the spectrum, there are specters." It 

may have been the best thought to leave 
the conference with, as it captured the 
mystery, magic and mythology of radio. 

Although the conference allowed for 
participants to explore myriad defini¬ 
tions. uses and futures for radio, per¬ 
haps what it all came down was the 
intersection between radio's human and 
inhuman qualities. From its earliest 
days, radio captured our imagination as 
music, news and entertainment magi¬ 
cally drifted across the miles through 
speakers in one's own home. 

Radio has been an educational tool, a 
portal to distant lands, an escape, a friend 

and a lifeline during times of crisis. l or 
radio practitioners, it can also be a lot 
of fun. The conference left me with a 
profound sense that radio is dynamic, 
ever-changing and multi-faceted. Its fans, 
a fraction of whom populated the confer¬ 
ence. are passionate evangelists for its 
ongoing relevance. 

Jennifer Waits is a writer, college 

radio DJ and independent radio schol¬ 

ar: she presented a paper about the 

history of student radio at Haverford 

College at the conference. She con¬ 

tributes to the blogs Spinningindie and 

Radio Survivor. 
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A 1960s Remote Broadcast 
»ROOTS OF 
RADIO 

BY JOHN SCHNEIDER 

Today's radio folks have it easy when 
it comes to remote broadcasts. Just grab a 
wireless codec and microphone and head 
out the door. But it wasn't always so. 

In the early years of radio, line 
amplifiers weighed hundreds of pounds 
and ran from external storage batter¬ 
ies. Even the microphones themselves 
needed their own power supplies. Also, 
broadcast phone lines had to be ordered 
days or weeks in advance. To accom¬ 
plish a remote broadcast, many hours of 
planning and equipment installation by 
several people were required. 

Even in the 1960s, studio equipment 
was still bulky, and few specialized 
remote products were available. In this 
undated photo. Jim Boynton, the pro¬ 
duction manager of WILZ(AM) in St. 
Petersburg, has his hands full as he 
heads out the door. But the items of 
particular interest to our eyes in this 
photo today are the two iconic pieces 
of broadcast equipment Jim is carrying. 

The Ampex 600 “portable” reel-to-
reel tape recorder was a mainstay in 
the radio industry for two decades. It 
was reasonably priced, fit easily into a 
crowded control room and at "only" 28 
pounds could be hauled out of the sta¬ 
tion for on-the-scene recordings. 

The model 600 was introduced in 
1954. It ran at a single speed of 7-1/2 

inches per second, full-track mono, and 
played 7-inch tape reels. Its audio quality 
was excellent — 40 to 15.000 Hz — and 
it was ruggedly built and easy to use. 
Over the years, 80.000 Ampex 600s 
were manufactured in several configura¬ 
tions, including the stereo model 602 and 
the 620 portable ampli fier/speaker. 

Its main drawback was its difficulty of 
editing because of limited head access. 
By comparison, it was a lot easier to cue 
and splice tape on a Magnecord PT-6 — 
the other widely used radio tape recorder 
of its day. 

Even today, 40 years 
after production ceased, 
the 77 series is still the 
stereotypical image of a 
professional microphone. 

The second beloved item in Jim's hands 
is the 77-DX ribbon microphone, which 
was manufactured in various versions by 
RCA from the late ‘40s until 1973. 

Even today. 40 years after produc¬ 
tion ceased, the 77 series is still the 
stereotypical image of a professional 
microphone. Its smooth sound quality, 
adjustable pickup patterns and stylish 
appearance made it the perfect studio 
microphone. Today, original specimens 
are sought after and highly prized by 
both collectors and recording engineers. 

Physical 
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and often sell for even more than the 
best modern microphones. AEA and a 
few other companies are again produc¬ 
ing new ribbon mies based on the origi¬ 
nal RCA designs. 

A ribbon microphone derives its 
name from the corrugated metallic rib¬ 
bon, which is suspended between two 
poles of a permanent magnet. When 
sound air currents flow past the ribbon, 
it causes an electrical current to flow 
through the ribbon. This is sometimes 
also referred to as a velocity micro¬ 
phone because it relies on the velocity of 
the airflow across the ribbon, instead of 
the generation of sound pressure against 
a diaphragm. 

WILZ today is known as WRXB 
(AM) Praise 1590. Jim Boynton is now 
the program director of KGUD(FM) in 
Longmont. Colo. 

John Schneider is a lifelong radio 

history researcher. Write to him at 

jschneid93@gmail.com. This is one in a 
series of photo features from his collec¬ 

tion. See past images under Columns/ 

Roots of Radio at radioworld.com. 
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PEOPLENEWS 
Dial Global promoted 

Charles Steinhauer to 
chief operations officer. 
Based in New York, he 
most recently served as 
the company's president of 
operations. The company 
also added Shari Steren-
buch as its senior director 

named new President and CEO Doug 
Lowther to the corporation's board 
of directors. 

The Broadcasting Board of Gov¬ 
ernors' interim presiding Governor 
Michael Lynton stepped down in 
May. The board as of press time was 
down to four members instead of the 
intended full complement of nine; 

Broadcast Beasley 
Group Inc. Chairman 

Executive and 
Officer George G. Bea-

the 

Christina Albee 

director 

John Hayase 

George G. 
Beasley 

Nation-
Radio 

Charles 
Steinhauer 

Auralex 
added to its 

Ginny Hubbard 
Morris 

humane letters. 
Honoris Causa, 
at Appalachian 
State Universi¬ 
ty's May com¬ 
mencement. 

Acoustics has 
leadership team. 

Award dur¬ 
ing the Radio 

Tracy Gilliam 

San Francisco 

chair of 
Radio 

Cumulus Media 
has made key ap¬ 
pointments for its 

radio station cluster. 

Digital music ser¬ 
vice Slacker named 
.John Hayase as 
chief product officer. 
He will oversee the 
development of Slack¬ 
er’s digital music ser¬ 
vice across the Web. 

Morris. 
Hubbard 
LLC. wil 

and one of those four is Secretary of 
State John Kerry. 

who serves as an ex-
officio member. 

Ginny Hubbard 

Show Luncheon, Sept. 20. 
Tracy Gilliam has taken on 

the role of director of sales for 
LDR, also known as Listener 
Driven Radio. Together with a 
supporting team at Washington¬ 
based Topi.ine Matters Inc., she 

will oversee LDR’s 
affiliate sales and 
station sales support. 
For three years, she 
has managed LDR’s 
sales support initia-

of marketing and Chris¬ 
tina Albee as chief market-
ine officer. 

Mark Henderson has been 
appointed CEO. Dave Brune 
has been selected for director 
of sales. Andy Symons has 

been named 
of operations. 

smartphones, tablets, cars and consumer 
electronics devices. 

International Datacasting Corp. 

Steve Sklenar joins Cumulus as market 
manager and Kevin Crespo comes on 
as national/regional sales manager. 

IWHO’SBUYINGWHAT 
Logitek reported recent orders from WS.JM(AM/FM) in Benton Harbor. 

Mich. (JetStream); .Journal Broadcast Group in Nebraska (JetStream); Radio 
America in Arlington. Va. (JetStream and ROC-12); the University ot Kentucky s 
VVEKU(FM) (JetStream and ROC-12); AVI for Veterans Affairs in St. Louis 
(two JetStreams and a ROC-18); and Salem Communications in Tampa. Fla. (AE-
32). KCUK(FM) in Chevak. Alaska, also added two ROC-l2s to its AE-32 setup. 
CJRT in Toronto, or “Jazz.FM9L" added four Lawo crystal digital consoles and 

a Nova 17 digital router as part of a recent renovation. 
Wheatstone reported that Leighton Broadcast in St. Cloud. Minn., added 

three SideBoard control surfaces. Processing products were also purchased by 
Fisher Productions (Chandler. Ariz); Univision (Houston); and Entercom 
Communications in Austin. Texas 
WFMT(FM) in Chicago, a commercial radio station with a classical and fine 

arts format, utilizes Shure microphones and wireless technology. WFMT has also 
added Shure PSM 1000 personal monitoring systems, which it uses in and out of 
the studio. 

Omnia reported several recent sales ot Omnia.11 FM on-air processors. Users 
include KFNS/KSLG Grand Slam Sports in Moscow Mills. Mo.; KSEG(FM) 
in Sacramento. Calif.; and Univision Radio in Dallas. Also the CBS operation in 
St. Petersburg. Fla; WAYM(FM) in Franklin. Tenn.; and WWST(FM)/Journal 
Broadcast in Knoxville.Tenn. 
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HD Channels Go Long on Team Coverage 
In Pittsburgh, Dallas and Philly, sports fans can tune in any old time 
BY SCOTT FYBUSH 

Not every city boasts fans as rabid 
as those who passionately follow the 
Phillies in Philadelphia, the Penguins 
and Steelers in Pittsburgh or the 
Cowboys in Dallas. So it makes sense 
that for fans in those markets who own 
HD Radio receivers, there's a new way 
to keep tabs on their teams: Full-time 
subchannels devoted exclusively to team 
coverage. 

Tim McAleer, market president at 
Clear Channel Radio in Pittsburgh, says 
the idea was born in Steel City. It "start¬ 
ed back in 2009, when the Penguins 
approached us,” McAleer says. 

The NHL team's play-by-play runs 
on the main channel of Clear Channel's 
WXDX(FM) 105.9. which otherwise 
runs modern rock. But "Penguins Radio 
24/7" launched during the 2009-2010 
hockey season on I05.9-HD2. 

The channel's programming runs in 
a six-hour loop, with three hours pro¬ 
duced by the team and three hours pro¬ 
duced by Clear Channel. 

WHAT'S ON? 
"The programming can be anything," 

McAleer says. In addition to his regular 
afternoon shift on "105.9 the X," veter¬ 
an Pittsburgh sports host Mark Madden 
hosts a daily, hour-long Penguins show 
on Penguins Radio 24/7. 

"Then, the other two hours we either 
take from our ancillary shows on our 
ESPN station. WBGG(AM) 970, or we'll 
be as creative as taking Sidney Crosby's 
iPod and we'll play what’s on it.” 

The Pens’ three hours can be even 

more creative. “They’ll broadcast live 
from practice during the season," 
McAleer says. "They used to pull some 
material from the NHL Network, and 
they have some of the radio people that 
they pay doing call-in shows." Even the 
fans get a chance to participate, with 
selected fan audio blogs appearing on 
Penguins Radio. 

Down the hall at Clear Channel 
Pittsburgh, the Steelers are a staple 
at top-rated rocker WDVE(FM) 102.5. 
Since the fall of 2011. "Steelers Nation 
Radio” has been heard on I02.5-HD2. 
carrying a similar split of team- and 
station-produced coverage, including a 
heavy diet of classic Steelers games. 

It’s the second NFL-specific subchan¬ 
nel, following the all-Cowboys channel 
that CBS Radio launched in Dallas in 
2009 over KRLD(FM) 105.3’s HD3. 

MAJOR LEAGUE. TOO 
The 2011 season also brought the 

first baseball-specific HD subchannel 
to the airwaves. "Phillies 24/7" is part 
of the rights agreement that puts the 
Phillies on CBS Radio’s WPHT(AM) 
1210 and WIP(FM) 94.1, and it makes 
its home on another CBS signal, the 

HD4 channel of WOGL(FM) 98.1. 
"Is it a niche program? Absolutely, 

but there's no better niche content than 
the Phillies." says WIP program direc¬ 
tor Jeff Sottolano. 

"A couple of years ago. there was a 
lot of conversation about these things,” 
recalls Robert Brooks, manager of broad¬ 
casting for the Phillies. “CBS came to us 
when we were renegotiating and said. 

'This is something we could do for you. 
since we have the bandwidth.'” 

With 162 games a season to draw 
from. Sottolano says there was no prob¬ 
lem filling a 24-hour schedule in-house 
at CBS, though it took some negotiating 
with Major League Baseball. 

"MLB is somewhat unique in that 
MLB Advanced Media has a lot of over¬ 
sight over what the local market teams 
can and can't do digitally,” Sottolano 
says. CBS worked out a deal that allows 
Phillies 24/7 to rebroadcast the team's 
games several times, including full-
game replays at 6 a.m. and 9 a.m. on the 
day after the game, as well as “Phillies 
in 60," a condensed, one-hour highlight 
reel that runs at I p.m. and 4 p.m. 

Other features include a daily half¬ 
hour "Phillies Today" program and sev¬ 
eral weekly shows, including "What's 
the Word." which looks at how the 
Phillies are being covered in print and 
in social media, and "The K File." a 
weekly replay of every Phillies strikeout 
from the previous week. 

While CBS produces all of the con¬ 
tent on the channel, its arrangement 
gives the team veto power over content. 

"We’ve asked that this be more infor-

Unlike any other transmitter 

mational than confrontational." Brooks 
says, noting that there's plenty of the 
latter style of programming on the city's 
traditional sports-talk outlets. 

This year, Phillies 24/7 added another 
new feature: instead of simulcasting live 
Phillies games with CBS Radio's other 
outlets, the subchannel now carries the 
Spanish-language broadcast produced 
by Spanish Béisbol Productions,extend¬ 
ing the reach of that coverage beyond 
the limited signal of Spanish-language 
flagship WTTM(AM) 1680. 

“We reached out to Bill Kulik at SBP 
and Bill had an interest in expanding 

his reach in the marketplace." Sottolano 
says. "And we had an interest in pro¬ 
viding unique content that fit within 
Phillies 24/7.” 

WHAT'S NEXT 
Unlike the Pittsburgh channels, which 

depend heavily on Clear Channel's 
iHeartRadio platform to reach as broad 
an audience as possible, the Phillies 
channel is available only over the air via 
HD Radio. 

Sottolano says that’s partially a result 
of MLB's tight restrictions on streaming 
game content, and partially a deliberate 
move to promote CBS Radio's variety 
of HD multicast offerings in the market, 
which also include a ’70s-oldies format 
and a classic rock channel, plus simul¬ 
casts of all-news KYW(AM) and talk 
WPHT(AM). 

"We've talked about podcasting the 
talk shows, which we don't currently 
do." he says. “And we don't currently do 
it because we wanted to create unique 
content for HD Radio." 

At the team's end. Brooks says he'd 
still like to see better market penetration 
for HD Radio, but he says the Phillies 
hear from fans who are listening on HD. 

"We've gotten a couple of calls dur¬ 
ing the off-season," he says. "When 
there was a mistake and a game played 
two days in a row, we got calls. There 
were people listening.” 

Sottolano says CBS has devoted con¬ 
siderable promotion to educating fans 
about where to find Phillies 24/7. 

“We have on-air promos, a landing 
page (on the CBSPhilly.com portal), a 

(continued on page 28) 
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Is it a niche program? Absolutely, but there’s 
no better niche content than the Phillies. 

- Jeff Sottolano 



Delivery systems from dozens of 
partners like ENCO. RCS and BSI are 
Livewire-ready. One R), multiple 

channels. Sweet! 

Livewire nodes from Axia partners let you extend your 
network's capabilities. Import MADI signals, log audio 
streams, or take hardware-based control of network 

routing (like this Paravel ¡Route does). 

Who’s got time these days? You 
do, with Livewire-connected time 
management from 25-Seven. 

Look Ma, no hands! 
PathfinderPC, with Boolean logic 
and drag-ang-drop stacking event 
editor, automates routing control. 

Livewire in Omnia audio 
processors ensures a clean, 

all-digital signal path. 

Livewire in Nautel transmitters and 
IDC satellite receivers means you’re 
covered inbound and outbound. 

xSwitch: world's first 
Ethernet switch designed for IP-Audio. 
8 Livewire ports, 2 Gigabit ports with 

SEP, - zero configuration. 

88 88 831 
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Consoles? Oh. yeah, we’ve got ’em, big, small 
and in-between. This is an Element: over 
4,000 raving fans worldwide (so far). 

Sizes from 4 to 40 faders. 

DESQ packs lots of power into 
a small package. (Like your 
Aunt Louise's rum balls.) 

iQ: a mid-sized console that 
can grow from 8 to 24 faders 
Powerful, expandable... now, 

that's smart. 

Ooh, shiny! Studio control 
panels give your talent the 

power they crave. 

Looks small, performs big. 
RAO console puts giant-size 
capabilities into just 4RL). Hello, it’s for you. Telos phone 

systems work seamlessly with 
Axia networks (of course). 

Telos family of IP 
and ISDN codecs are 

ready to plug in. 

Only Axia builds a network 
switch into the console 

engine. Plug in your sources 
and start broadcasting. 

Fanless xNodes with 
PoE pack lots of I/O 
into a tiny space. 

I XY panels, rc 
controllers, programmable 

button panels - you're 
in total control of your 

network. 

very family's got a big talker. Here’s 
ours: the world's first broadcast 
IP Intercom that lets you take 
full-bandwidth audio to air. 

Pro sound cards and audio 
processors-on-a-card from 
AudioScience and Sound4 
bring Livewire connectivity 

to your PC. 

8-fader Radius has 
4 mixing buses, 
auto mix-minus, 

voice EQ — |ust like 
its big brothei s. 

E 

Now that 
Livewire and 
RAVENNA 

are partners, 
speakers and 
mies have 

a direct con¬ 
nection 

to your net¬ 
work. too. 

lust 18" square. 

AXIA makes the net work. 
Choosing an IP-Audio network? Some companies treat AoIP as if it were an RCA jack — 

nothing more than a way to get audio into a console. Elut Axia fans know that the network s 

real value comes when devices truly communicate. 

Axia Livewire networks are much more than glorified punchblocks. Axia consoles integrate 

with a big family of more than 70 broadcast products, from 45 partners, to intelligently 

share audio, data and control between studio devices with the dick of an Ethernet cable. 

Pnones, codecs, delivery systems, audio processors, profanity delays, pro audio cards and 
more, all form a sophisticated ecosystem. So phone and codec callers receive automatic 

mix-minus. Satellite feeds record unattended. Broadcast-quality intercoms can go straight to 

air Shows are smoother and more error free And Axia is a charter supporting member of the 

AES X192 standards project, so your investment is future-proof. 

So when you choose your IP-Audio network, choose the one with all the connections. 

Axia: we make the net work. 

AxiaAudio.com 
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Radio for the iPhone? Apps-so-lutely! 
Over the summer, try some of these amazing mobile tools 

A thief conies over to a man walking 
down the street and says, with murder in 
his eyes. “Don’t move, this is a stick-up! 
Your smartphone or your life!" 

The man pauses for a long lime. 
Finally, the thief says, louder. 
“Come on, buddy, your 
smartphone or your 
life!” To which the guy 
replies, "I’m thinking it 
over!” 

That’s a modifica¬ 
tion to the great, old 
Jack Benny routine; in 
the original, the thief is 
demanding money, not a 
spiffy gadget. 

Whenever I'm without 
my iPhone I feel not only 
out of touch but positive¬ 
ly disconnected. It’s not 
because I’m afraid I'll miss a call. It's 
mainly because I'll miss my apps. 

With summer upon us and at least a 

few days of vacation looming. I thought 
you might enjoy recommendations for 
apps that can be quite useful to those in 
the broadcast biz. I've also included a 
few for fun. Note that not all are avail-

_ able for all phones. 

RADIO 
I’ll assume you've already 

got the streaming apps from 
the major U.S. radio com¬ 
panies, plus Pandora and 
Slacker. But I run into lots of 
radio folks who have never 
tried Stitcher for on-demand 
news and talk radio. 

Stitcher is probably the 
most useful app for mining 
fresh talent, getting ideas 
for new shows and being 

able to listen easily to programs in 
episode form. Their cool new feature 
is that you can set your phone to do the 
downloading when you have access to 

Wi-Fi. saving you bandwidth charges 
and eliminating buffering. 

These other radio-like apps are worth 
a test drive: 

• Concert Vault, by Wolfgang's Vault, 
consists of music from Bill 
Graham's archives. 

• OTR Streamer has old-timey 
radio shows that take you 
back to the days before TV. 

• Scanner Radio Plus acts like a 
scanner for police, fire. EMS 
and airport. 

• Police Scanner Plus is a scan¬ 
ner. plus music and the ability 
to record. 

• Songza brings you 
music to fit a mood. 

• Twitter's "music" 
hashtag (#music) is 
an interesting way 
to find new music 
trends out there in 
the tweeting ether. 

PRODUCTIVITY 
Dropbox lets 

you easily trans¬ 
fer large files via 
all devices, and 
can automatically 
back up photos taken on your phone. 

CamScanner makes amazingly clear 
PDF' files using your phone's camera 
and is terrific for doing PDF conver¬ 
sions on contracts, memos and receipts, 
then sending them effortlessly to an 
email address. 

CHANNELS 
(continued from page 26) 

website we can direct people to with 
information on what these shows are 
and where you can listen to them." he 
says. “I get a decent amount of listener 
feedback and email from folks that want 
to know what the programming sched¬ 
ule is and where to find an HD radio.” 

In Pittsburgh. McAleer says the 
Penguins aggressively track their audi¬ 
ence through their “PensPoints” pro¬ 
gram. which offers rewards for every¬ 
thing from beer purchases to watching 
games on TV. 

"Some of the numbers where 
redemption is highest is through ter¬ 
restrial radio,” he says. Then there is 

PROMO 
POWER 

Mark Lapidus 

Evernote lets you make notes on 
either your phone or computer and they 
sync. 

NEARLY TECHNICAL 
SpeedTest X HD 

tests the speed of any 
Wi-Fi connection you 
can reach. I used this 
baby often, to see if 
I’ve got enough “up-
speed” to stream. 

Maglight isn’t per¬ 
fect. but when you 
don't have a magni¬ 
fier handy, it'll help 
you read that invis¬ 
ible serial number. 

UDID+ displays 
your unique device identifier (on 
iPhone and iPad) and allows you to 
email the numbers. When you're test¬ 
ing apps. this is true time saver. 

Analytics tracks all of our Google 
Analytics on as many websites as you 
have in your profile. 

And get Flashlight (or any of the 
bright LED apps out there) — come on. 
you know you're going to need it! 

NAVIGATION 
Waze has saved me many times from 

being stuck in traffic when the bigger 
name map apps have failed. Why? It's 
user-driven, and in major cities that 
means that lots of people are using it 

(continued on page 3t) 

promotional and marketing opportu¬ 
nities. 

“We've been able to build some rev¬ 
enue that didn’t exist before." Sottolano 
says. 

"There’s a revenue split." Brooks 
says of the Phillies' deal with CBS. 
"There's some money to split at the end 
of the year.” 

In Pittsburgh. Clear Channel has 
the Penguins locked up through 2018 
and the Steelers through the 2016 deal. 
Across the state. CBS Radio and the 
Phillies are in the second year of a 
three-year deal, and Brooks says the 
all-Phillies channel will be on the table 
when renewal time comes around. 

"I'm sure when we sit down to have 
those negotiations, we’ll sit down to 
keep that going," he says. 

Get your FREE copy here: 
www.radioworld.com/ebooks 

also iHeartRadio, where the Penguins 
channel is featured prominently. 

Whether heard primarily over HD 
Radio or streaming, these sports-spe¬ 
cific subchannels provide additional 

Scott Fybush, a longtime RW con¬ 

tributor and the editor of NorthEast 

Radio Watch (www.fybush.com), is 

still waiting patiently for an all-Red 

Sox channel. 



1664: Just what it looks like. 
Two tin cups and a string. But it 

transmitted sound! 

1876: Alexander Graham 
Bell's commercially 
viable telephone. 

1920: Every home is working 
toward having a telephone! 

1900: Phones become fixtures 
in more well-to-do and 

HD 
VOICE 

1936: The advent of the dial 
desk phone. No more asking 
the operator to connect you. 

1963: Push buttons usher 
in the thoroughly modern 
world. Touch tones enter 

pop culture. 

1983: The mobile 
phone is a reality. Plots 
in all TV shows get a 

boost! 

2004: IP Telephones 
begin to become the 
staple of modern 

business. 

2007: Smartphones are 
complete communications 
centers. AND they can 

sound great! 

AS PHONES GET 'SMARTER,'YOUR ON-AIR CALLERS 
SHOULD SOUND 'BETTER/ RIGHT? NOW THEY CAN... 

STAC-VIP leverages VoIP (Voiceover IP) technology to deliver a new way to manage all your phone 
calls for talk shows, interviews and contests. It breaks new ground by handling calls from HD Voice-capable 
telephones as well Smartphone apps. Give your listeners the best sounding shows on the air. Get STAC-VIP. 

•- NOW SHIPPING 

plugged into § Skype" 
STAC VIP is Plugged Into Skype™ 

comrex.com 

19 Pine Road, Devens, AAA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • e-mail: info@comrex.com 
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the Beltway sniper, even weeks. When 
a news team is in it tor the long haul, 
it becomes a priority to keep the staff 
going strong. 

This might seem obvious, but Casey 
advises to "keep (reporters) fed." then to 
"think about who’s been on the air how 
long. What shift is coming next?" 

When the manhunt for the second 
suspect closed in on Watertown. Mass., 
four days after the marathon bombing. 
WBZ had reporters inside the police 
perimeter. "They were either going to 
be sleeping in their cars, or not sleeping 
all night long." Casey says. "We could 
not get relief staff inside that perimeter." 

Around I a.m., the station finally was 
able to bring in relief, but the situation 
reinforced the need for basic prepared¬ 
ness. "Every reporter should always 
pack a bag of clothes. You’re going to 
need something to eat. and something to 
drink." says Casey. "They should have 
an emergency bag in the car. (because] 
you never know where you're going to 
be." 

“When the sniper attack happened, it 
was a hellish three weeks," McMearty 
recalls. "We did stories we never 
thought we’d do. such as about how to 
avoid the sniper." 

Alter Sept. 11. 2001. the station 
made a psychologist 
available to the staff. 
WTOP also brought in 
a voice coach to help 
on-air staff learn how 
to care for and con¬ 
trol their voices, and 
to recognize how they 
sound. 

McMearty recom¬ 
mends paying atten¬ 
tion to how reporters 
sound on air. especial-

Mike McMearty ly the tone: "Bring it 
down a notch." 

After all. during emergencies, "peo¬ 
ple are hanging on the words we’re say¬ 
ing. How we say it is important." 

“It’s very seat-of-the-pants in our 
business. There is no manual that you sit 
and open up and say how you do this," 
says Scheid. At WCBS, "We do know 
every day that we can do things better 
than we did today.” 

He emphasizes that reporting break¬ 
ing news is a team effort, which is why 
it’s extra important to trust your staff. 

A news director, according to 
McMearty. has to be all things — “a 
go-between, hand-holder, cheerleader 
and constructive critic all on the fly.” 

According to Casey, during any cri¬ 
sis. a station’s role is to be a "utility." so 
that the listener "can turn on that flow of 
information and not have it stop." 

Pau! Riismandel is a 20-year veteran 

of community and college radio. He is 

co-founder and technology editor of 

RadioSurvivor.com. 

How to Break Breaking News 
When events unfold fast, top news directors follow these rules 
BY PAUL RIISMANDEL 

Breaking news is. by its definition, 
unexpected. While a hurricane’s path 
can be predicted days ahead of time, the 
size and scope of the impact it will have 
is an unknown. An urgent news confer¬ 
ence might have to be scheduled only 
hours in advance. 

Other emergencies, like April’s 
Boston Marathon bombing, come w ith¬ 
out any warning. 

Your newsroom has to respond to 
big, breaking stories. It’s a challenge for 
even the most experienced news direc¬ 
tors to provide accurate, up-to-the min¬ 
ute coverage to listeners — sometimes 
for hours, days or weeks on end. 
When the WBZ(AM) newsroom 

learned of the marathon bombing. News 
Director Peter Casey said, "the immedi¬ 
ate goal was to get people down to the 
site, to where the people [were] fleeing, 
and to the hospital, because that’s where 
the stories |were| going to be." 

The problem was that the reporters 
who had been assigned to cover the 
elite race had already left to go file their 
stories. 50 minutes before the blast, and 
it was difficult to get journalists back 
to the scene, because people and traffic 
were being ushered away by police. 

According to Casey, for listeners just 
tuning in, "You want them to know 
almost instantaneously what you’re cov¬ 
ering land] what has happened. Is there 
a danger to people in the area? ... You're 
thinking, ’This is clearly a public safety 
issue.’’’ 

Says Tim Scheid, director of news 
and programming for New York City’s 
WCBS(AM). "Our job is to be the eyes 
and the ears of the people listening 
to us." He recalls when U.S. Airways 
Flight 1549 landed on the Hudson River 
in January 2009. The newsroom started 
getting phone calls about a plane on 
the river. However, "we had not seen 
it anywhere else. We had not heard it 
anywhere else, and the scanner chatter 
wasn’t really conclusive. But it became 
clear to us that something was going on. 

“Our philosophy is to send everyone 
we can in from all directions,” says 
Scheid. Better to have too many people 

during these types of situations — to do 
as much as we can to put out as much 
information as you can. But there has to 
be a check and a balance." 

In order to keep control over what's 
going on air. Casey says, he has report¬ 
ers work from scripts rather than ad-lib. 
whenever possible. 

ACCURATE BETTER THAN FIRST 
Two days after the Boston bombing, 

the Associated Press. Fox News and 
CNN were among organizations that 
wound up having to issue retractions for 
having incorrectly reported key infor¬ 
mation. At WCBS, Scheid says, "We 
were going on the air and being very 
honest. We were saying the AP said that 
here is a person in custody ... but not 
only can CBS News not confirm that. 
CBS News has sources that say it's just 
not true." 

He adds, "Nobody wants to hear it 
first if it's wrong." 

For this reason. News Director Mike 
McMearty at Washington's WTOP(FM) 
says their newsroom philosophy is to 
“First get it right, then get 
it first." which he credits to 
the station's Vice President of 
News and Programming Jim 
Farley. 

"It almost sounds like a 
contradiction." McMearty 
says. "You don't get to the 
second part unless you get it 
right." 

Social media users came 
under criticism during the 
Boston manhunt, too — for 
posting and tweeting raw. 
uncorroborated i n format ion 
from police scanners. Casey points out 
scanners have been in newsrooms for 
decades. "It provides you with that good 
base of information of where there’s 
activity that might be worth investigat¬ 
ing." However, he strongly cautions that 
the scanner only tells you what police 
are going to investigate, not what has 
actually happened. "It’s not a source by 
itself." 

With the Beltway sniper attacks in 
the Washington area in 2002. county 
police asked the press not to report 
where they had set up roadblocks. "We 
had to think about another way to do 
this." says McMearty. "We could report 
that there are delays on 1-95 where the 
police are looking for suspects, without 
tipping off exactly where the blockades 
are." Public safety comes first. 

Tim Scheid 

KEEP UP MORALE 
An important breaking story can 

last hours, days or. as in the case of 

there than too few. just in case everyone 
is needed: you can always back off later. 

With Flight 1549. there was a report¬ 
er a couple blocks away who was called 
in. It turned out that traffic cameras had 
a clear view of the plane. "We literally 
had a live picture from a camera, show¬ 
ing us a plane bobbing up and down 
in the Hudson River." Scheid recalls. 
The reporter was on air describing the 

situation — "the equivalent to having 
our helicopter over it." 

Covering the story quickly is impor¬ 
tant. but so is getting it right. 

Reporters "don’t have much access 
to officials. You’re witnessing what’s 
going on.” says Casey. "What you're 
seeing is accurate and immediate." 

At the same time, he says, "You have 
to use your own experience and judg¬ 
ment not to be too hasty to jump on 
things ... There's an adrenaline rush 
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APPS! NEWS & CONTENT 

demanded they put this 
Knowledge 

their 
once 

. how 
when I 

more.. 
Nothing has made on¬ 

as many news apps as your 
memory will hold, but if you 
gotta choose, pick Flipboard. 
The interface will blow your 
mind and you can customize it 
to your needs. 

¡Reddit will show you what 
news and topics people find 
interesting (it's the app version 
of www.reddit.com). Any of 
them may be just what you 
need to know in the moment. 

also Wikipedia. 

(continued from page 28) 

to share information. It 
has a very cool interface. 
In my market, they've 
partnered with a TV sta¬ 
tion. but perhaps in your 
city they'd partner with a 
radio station. 

Life360 pretty much 
"Let's Stalk Your Kids"; 

they started using it. they realized 
they could find my wife and me. too! 
You could execute some really fun 
morning show bits with this app and 
probably also get yourself into seri¬ 
ous trouble. 

There's Compass, for those 
times you just gotta know which 
way is north. 

With Traffic View, the free ver¬ 
sion shows only photos, but some¬ 
times these shots from live traffic 
cameras can help you out quickly 
enough to check info for on-air use or 

at least, that's 
my kids saw it ’ 

tracking device on 
smartphones. But 

just for driving somewhere yourself. 
The paid version streams live video. 

air personalities sound like genius more 
than this product, and it works super 

fast on your phone. Of course, factual 
accuracy is not guaranteed. 

And let's not forget Weather, a pure 
necessity for anyone on the air. I like the 
Weather Channel's version, but almost 
all weather apps deliver the goods. 

SOCIAL 
Gel LinkedIn. In this business, you 

gotta stay connected because, well, you 
never know. 

If you actually do play piano, try Virtuoso. You’ll 
be frustrated by the size of the keyboard, but it makes 
for a good icebreaker with the opposite sex. 

Group SMS lets you send text mes¬ 
sages to large groups of people, like 
your sales staff to remind them of their 
7 a.m. meeting every Monday morning. 

As for the WhitePages app. it's not 
perfect, but what phone book ever has 
been? 

JUST FOR FUN 
TonePad is a blast. If you have no 

musical talent whatsoever, at least you 
can drive your friends crazy by playing 
with tones. Highly addictive. 

If you actually do play piano, try 
Virtuoso Piano. You'll be frustrated by 
the size of the keyboard, but it makes for 
a good icebreaker with the opposite sex. 

As you can tell, l‘m a bona fide 
app junkie and very appreciative when 
friends share great apps they love with 
me. There are so many released daily 
that it's virtually impossible to keep up. 

Mork Lapidus is president of Lapidus 

Media. Send him more suggestions 

of great apps: write to marklapidus@ 
verizon.net. 

RAM SYSTEMS LLC 
Equipment Sales | Custom Furniture | Pre-Wired Studios 

800 779 7575 www.ramsystemsonline.com 
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WNYC Maximizes ‘Here’s the Thing’ 
Station makes the most of its Alec Baldwin-hosted interview show 

»MULTIPLATFORM 
BY CHRISTOPHER SPRINGMANN 

"Stayed up way too late last night lis¬ 

tening to the Billy Joel interview — laugh¬ 

ing out loud in bed and singing along. It 

was funny, dynamic and one of the best 

interviews I've ever heard. Bravo!" 

- Maureen from Milwaukee. 
“Here’s the Thing" Listener 

What happens when your station's 
biggest fan becomes its biggest star? 
WNYC(FM) certainly found out when 
they put actor Alec Baldwin behind a 
Neumann U87 with “Here's the Thing,” 
an original made-for-podcast topical 
guest interview show. 

A recent program with guest Thom 
Yorke of Radiohead generated more 
than 100,000 clicks in three days at the 
WNYC website. 

But here's the thing about "Here's the 
Thing." After a season of podcasts is in 
the can. they are repackaged and syn¬ 
dicated to around 160 affiliates. After 
that, to come full circle, those shows are 
then finally broadcast on WNYC. 

Aren't they doing things a little ... 
backwards? 

According to WNYC spokeswoman 
Jennifer Houlihan Roussel. "We sell 
the podcast and the broadcast platforms 

Emily Botein, producer and editor, left, and Chris Bannon, vice president for content 
development and production at WNYC, work on an episode of ‘Here’s the Thing.’ 

separately. Sometimes an underwriter 
chooses to buy both, but not always. 
When the broadcasts are distributed to 
the local markets, the national credits 
embedded in the shows remain, but 

local markets have their own ad breaks 
(avails) as well. We have an ad manage¬ 
ment system for the podcast units that 
allows us to rotate in multiple under¬ 
writers in any given time.” 

Not everyone has the time and resources available to see everything presented at 
the annual NAB Show in Las Vegas. Yet, keeping up with the news and significant 
technology introductions is vital to your job and career. We can help. 

Join us for a FREE executive briefing, originally presented May 15th, on the 
25 Things You Might Have Missed at the NAB Show The Radio World editorial 
team traveled the sessions and exhibit floors of the Las Vegas Convention Center to 
find the people, news and technology certain to have an impact on radio broadcasting 
and station operations throughout the coming year and beyond. 

Brought to you by: 

eooioioo 
YOU MIGHT wyitTKiààed, 
at the NABSHOW 

r=l Harris 
LÜJ Broadcast SCS & WORLD 

With Radio 
World's Paul 
McLane. 
Marguerite 
Clark. Leslie 
Stimson, 
Michael LeClair 
and Brett Moss 

A FREE WEBINAR 
Now Available On Demand 

nautei 

TO VIEW THE ARCHIVE, VISIT: http://radioworld.com/webinars/11/ 

The HTT staff is currently editing 
the 2013 syndicated series, producing 
10 one-hour shows drawn from the 26 
original podcasts. 

This product reaches three unique 
audiences for "HTT." There's WNYC's 
initial single-interview podcast, avail¬ 
able at the station's website. Some are 
more than an hour long. The next leg is 
the one-hour syndicated version, con¬ 
taining excerpts from one to three inter¬ 
views each. Last, there's the WNYC 
on-air broadcast of that syndicated 
anthology. 

PRX. the Public Radio Exchange, 
will distribute the latest series in the 
fall of 2013. 

PRX makes the "deal" with affiliates 
clear and simple: "Each episode is 59 
minutes long, and includes two one-
minute floating ID breaks. There is no 
newscast hole. All programs in the fall 
season must be scheduled — cherry-
picking is not permitted.” 

WNYC is repurposing and maximiz¬ 
ing its content on multiple platforms. 

OPENINGS 
Alec Baldwin opens "Here’s the 

Thing." personally voicing the intro 
and the sponsor's message, a la Paul 
Harvey and Charles Osgood, as the 
show's theme rolls a sweet musical bed 
of Miles Davis' melodic "So What." 
It's all very low-key and smooth, with 
Baldwin at his best. Or as WNYC's 
Chris Bannon, vice president for content 
development and production, gushes. 
"Any advertiser, any underwriter in the 
world, would love to have Alec Baldwin 
read their copy, no matter what it is.” 

According to Bannon, Baldwin's 
involvement was evolutionary. 

"Baldwin's a Manhattanite.” Bannon 
said. "He used to call in to the ‘Brian 
Lehrer Show,' talk to listeners, and 
people really liked that. Then Kurt 
Andersen, who hosts ‘Studio 360,’ 
WNYC and PRI's nationally syndicated 
arts and culture show, asked Alec if he 
would be a guest host; the first-ever." 

Baldwin went on to host the New 
York Philharmonic broadcast plus fund-
raising spots on WNYC. Then inde¬ 
pendent producer Kathie Russo, now a 
producer at HTT. suggested to Baldwin, 
in so many words: “Alec, how about 
cutting a pilot, maybe interviewing a 
friend?" That friend was actor Michael 
Douglas. 

"Here's the Thing” was born. 
Alec Baldwin's appeal? Impeccable 

acting credentials, industry cred and 
unfettered access to fellow celebrities 
and stars. Add in a passionate, high-
ly-literate. provocative interview style 
coupled with insatiable curiosity. 

(continued on page 34) 
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Efficient 

RADIO WORLD’S 
Products and Services Showcase 
provides a perfect medium for 

marketing your products and services. 

UB©Û©WORLD 

GORMAN REDLICH 
DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITOR 

MODEL CMR — Remote Controllable 

Digital Antenna Monitor — 2 tower 

Price $3200 

adoiional Lowers i2u0 each 

The Model CMR is a state of the 
art instrument of unequalled 
accuracy and stability. With typical 
modulation, the CMR's true ratio 
readout is a factor of 10 more sta¬ 
ble than instruments that measure 
normalized amplitude. 

True Ratio reading. Non-Reference and Reference amplitudes 
are separately measured and divided electronically to give an 
accurate digital reading. 
Stable, accurate phase reading with automatic phase sign. 
Amplitude or True Ratio may be selected for measurement 
with a front panel switch. 
Dual Surge Protection. 

Gorman Redlich 
257 W. Union Street Athens, Oh 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 jimg@gorman-redlich.com 
www.gorman-redlich.com 

¿nd 

Radio World is a great place 
to find things for your business, and 

a great place for prospects to find you! 

To advertise, call David at: 

212-378-0400 ext. 511 
or email: dcarson@nbmedia.com. 

For more details, 
call David Carson 

at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 
or email: 

dcarson@nbmedia.com 

Superior Broadcast LLC
Has Outstanding Values on Solid State FM Transmitters, Exciters, Amplifiers, Translators 

Antennas, Combiners, and Accessories Power Levels 20 to 40,000 watts 

Now Introducing HD Radio 

FCC Type Certified For LPFM The FMTX Series of Transmitters, Exciters, and Translators 
have uncompromised transmission quality at very attractive pricing. 
User Friendly features. Universal 80 to 260 volt multi-voltage power supply enables operation on 
different line voltages with no need to preselect voltage. 
Automatic power control and holdback protection ensures reliable operation under most operating 
conditions. 
Input/output interface built in high performance stereo coder, L&R analogue audio inputs, mono input, 
MPX composite and auxiliary input for SCA. 

30 Watt.$ 1,250 100 Watt.$1,800 
150 Watt.$ 2,150 300 Watt.$2,700 
500 Watt.$ 3,500 1 kW .$5,000 
2 kW .$ 10,000 2.5 Kw.$12,000 

Contact Jimmie Joynt @ Superior Broadcast 
Tel: 972 473 2577 | E-mail: jjsbp@msn.com 

18208 Preston RD. Suite D9-297 Dallas, TX 75252 
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HERE’S THE THING 
(continued from page 32) 

Baldwin insists on engaging his subjects in person, 
eye-to-eye, which produces great theater, spontaneity 
and superb audio, but real challenges, too; thus, there 
are no remote studio bookings via ISDN for out-of-
town guests, or even Baldwin calling in on location. 

MECHANICS 
So how does HTT get the talent together into a 

studio? The correct answer is: any way. anywhere 
they can. At WNYC’s facility, or New York’s Radio 
Foundation studio, or in the case of New York Times 
Executive Editor Jill Abramson, at a studio “just around 
the corner from her office." one properly equipped with 
Pro Tools and a Neumann U87. Priority one is accom¬ 
modating guests and their busy schedules. Therefore 
much of the production is done at the guest’s location. 

Flexibility is also a key, as with Baldwin’s interview 
with talk show legend Dick Cavett, which took place 
at Cavett’s home in Montauk on Long Island. HTT’s 
producers decided on a documentary approach, bring¬ 
ing in a crew with Sennheiser shotguns on booms while 
recording to a Sound Devices 722 digital recorder. 

The result was a refreshing, very-editorial depar¬ 
ture from their studio efforts. After post-production, 
Baldwin's intro is a work of art. adding VO com¬ 
mentary over a ducked scene-setting background con¬ 
versation, complete with traces of room noise. Or. as 
Baldwin explained: “For our listeners, that sound you 
are hearing is the rattle of iced tea being delivered into 
the parlor here ...” while Cavett jokingly comments on 
the “very attractive employee" with the tea, i.e. his wife 

STUDIO SESSIONS 
Martha. There is absolutely no “mic consciousness” for 
these two pros. The listener feels like they are sitting 
on the couch as an invited guest, taking all this in. A 
captivated listener might actually look around for their 
glass of iced tea. 

Baldwin's passionate in-your-face interviewing 
style, at least initially, was annoying to some. One fan 
posted the following after hearing his show with actor/ 
singer Patti LuPone: "A nice, interruption-free inter¬ 
view. A little kiss-assy ('You're BREATHTAKING')." 
But then, this is part of the charm. 

An actor by trade and not a seasoned radio program 
host. Baldwin brought an aggressive style that initially 
led him to step on guests. Emily Botein. producer, pro¬ 
gram editor and Pro Tools “nudger,” explained, "Alec is 
very aware of his interruptions. His enthusiasm some¬ 
times bleeds over into interrupting his guests. He doesn't 
like it, I can tell you that. He’s very conscious of it.” 

For Baldwin, who reads his own notices, this con¬ 
sciousness led to a subsequent change in style. "If you 
listen to the first podcast vs. the most recent ones, 
you'd see a real evolution in the way that he interacts 
with guests in terms of those interruptions," Botein 
said. "He's disciplined himself like the actor that he is. 
When you're learning a role, you learn what to do that's 
going to make you more effective." 

WNYC’s Bannon has a slightly different take on 
Baldwin's style, but no less insightful. "One of the things 
that's great about having someone with Alec's career in 
the role of host is that he comes from a lifetime of being 
aware of the audience. He's got a lot of intention. Behind 
every question is, 'What will this make people think or 
feel?' You can't teach that to someone." 

A look at me variegated guest list might also lend a 

Alec Baldwin, in a WNYC promo pic. 

clue to the appeal of the show. Like any guest-oriented 
radio show, certain themes dominate. Baldwin is a New 
York-based actor so there's no surprise that a number of 
Broadway and Hollywood actors have been on the show 
— from Elaine Stritch and LuPone to Debbie Reynolds. 

But Baldwin has thrown the producers for a loop at 
times. Like the time he suddenly said he was “inter¬ 
ested in prisons.” Lo and behold, a more newsy and 
topical show with Martin Horn, former New York City 
commissioner of correction and probation. There’s a 
show with pro football player Andrew Luck and there’s 
that Thom Yorke piece. 

"The beauty of doing this kind of work is that there’s 
is a very, very long tail," says Bannon. "The listener 
may have just discovered the shows through the Thom 
Yorke podcast, then goes back and listens to every pro¬ 
gram. all the way back to Michael Douglas. 

“With the right host, it's work that is very durable." 
Christopher Springmann is the producer of the syn¬ 

dicated health talk show “Life. Love & Health." 

I FREE SOFTWARE 
Digilogue's Sweet 
BlueLine Suite 
BY CURT YENGST 

Bornheim. Germany’s Marcus Stahlberg, operat¬ 
ing under the Digilogue banner, has been working on 
a new audio editing platform called Acoustic Cutter, 
but his earlier foray into the world of digital audio 
came in the form of a suite of 10 DirectX/VST pro¬ 
cessing plug-ins called The Blue Line, all contained 
in a single compact installer file. The plug-ins 
include BlueChorus, BlueCompressor, BlueDelay, 
BlueFilter, BlueFlanger, BlueGate. BlueMultitap. 
BlueParamEQ. BluePhaser and BlueReverb. 

The basic interface for each plug-in is the same. 
All controls appear as virtual “faders,” with other 
options appearing as buttons. Each plug-in features 
the ability to save and recall presets, as well as per¬ 
form A/B comparisons. I preferred the fader-style 
controls to the virtual "knobs" I’ve seen on many 
other plug-ins. 

There are at least two conventions regarding how to turn a “knob" with a mouse, 
either up for clockwise and down for counterclockwise, or right for clockwise and 
left for counterclockwise. I've even seen ones where the knob has to be dragged 
using a circular motion. Faders leave little guesswork. 

The layout of these plug-ins is reminiscent of the old rackmount processors they 
replace, so they're intuitive. The BlueChorus chorus. BlueDelay delay. BlueFlanger 
flanger and BluePhaser phaser operate very much like the old effect stomp boxes 1 used 
when I played in a garage band about 100 years ago. The BlueParamEQ parametric 
EQ is similar to what one might find on a large recording console. The two midrange 

sections are truly parametric, offering cut/boost, fre¬ 
quency and bandwidth controls; but the high and low 
sections omit the bandwidth control. The BlueFilter 
filter essentially is a single-band EQ, operating as 
any of several filters, such as low-pass, high-pass 
and band-pass. It also includes a low-frequency 
oscillator for more interesting effects. 

The BlueGate offers more surgical control of 
the signal than a traditional noise gate, including 
individual adjustments for attack, sustain, release 
and decay. The BlueCompressor compressor is 
straightforward and easy to use and includes input, 
output and gain reduction metering. 

The BlueMultitap delay allows for up to eight 
separate delay signals, all of which can be individ¬ 
ually adjusted for level and pan. The BlueReverb 
is a simple, bare-bones design, with six basic 
“spaces” to choose from and fine tune with avail¬ 
able time, diffusion and damping controls. 

Overall sound quality on these plug-ins is good. 
The “stomp-box” effects and the BlueChorus, 
BluePhaser. BlueFlanger and BlueDelay effects were 
clean and smooth-sounding. My only complaint 
here was with the delay. Adjusting some parameters 
while audio was playing generated some popping 

artifacts. Keeping monitor levels low while making such adjustments might be prudent. 
The BlueCompressor did its job well, but the gain reduction meter seemed to lag 

a bit on transient material. The BlueReverb didn't exhibit any of the artifacts I've 
heard on other free reverbs, even on transient sources. The BlueFilter plug-in was a 
bit confusing at first and took considerable experimentation to get the hang of. but 
certainly works as intended. 

A nice effort on the part of Herr Stahlberg, and a much appreciated gift to the 
digital audio community. 

Info: www.digilogue.de/index download.htm 
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Line plug-ins. 
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BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 

BUY - SELL - TRADE 
Your #1 Source 

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment 

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com 

Or call and we will fax it to you. 

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220 

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com 

CONSULTANTS 
OWL ENGINEERING, INC. 
Consulting Communications Engineers 
5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview. MN 55126 

• AM/FM/NCi Applications 
• Allot alion and Upgrade Studies 

• Pre-Purchase Inspections 
• ANSI and NRSC Measurements 

651-784-7445 
• Tower Detuning 
• Intermodulation Studies 
• Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements 

• am Directional Array Design Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments 

Fax(651)784-7541 E-mail: info«11 owleng.com "Member AFCCI " 

Doug Vernier 
'I clvcomiiiiinictilion < 'oiisultjint.s 

Broadcast Engineering Consulting 
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV 

Custom mapping service 
Frequency searches 

Propagation prediction 
FCC application preparation 

VS oft 
r<u.'. UUKI r wew na 

Software for your PC 

(800) 743-3684 
www.v-soft.com 

ANTENNAS 

FCC COMPLIANCE 

TOWER SIGNS 
AM & FM Tower Signs 

Tower Registration Signs 
Standard & Custom Wording 
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags 

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS 
antennalD@msn.com 
E-mail us for a free PDF catalog 

610-458-8418 www.antennalD.com 

AUDIO PROCESSING 
(INCLUDES ON-AIR) 

WANT TO BUY 
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI 
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's 
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any 
other old tube compressor/limit-
ers, call after 3PM CST - 214 738-
7873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com. 

AUTOMATION 
EQUIPMENT 

WANT TO SELL 
It's free and it has been 
expanded. The only cost is 
to keep us informed as to 
how the system is perform¬ 
ing and let us know how 
you are using it. DIY-DJ, is a 
Linux based radio automation 
system and now sports a record 
scheduler (DIY-DJ-RECORDER) 
which allows you to schedule 
the recording of a network or 
any other program for replay 
later as well as a basic logging 
system. Beside these additions 
the system schedules music, 
does voice tracking (ALWAYS 
hit the vocal), create a shell, 
live assist, exact time events, 
join satellite feeds, automated 
temperature announce, do unat¬ 
tended remote events and more. 
Call (406) 679-0527 or email 
krws@digitaldevelopment.net 
for a copy today. 

WANT TO BUY 
Wanted: old analog automa¬ 
tion equip, filters and EQ, tube 
amps, reel to reel, cart machines 
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503-
493-2983. 

MICROPHONES/ 
HEADPHONES 

/SPEAKERS/AMPS 

WANT TO BUY 
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any 
other RCA ribbon mies, on-air 
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214 
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@ 
yahoo.com. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE 
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom, 

I Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich 
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha, 

I NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email: . 
CGoodrich@tconl.com 

WANT TO SELL 
260' Andrew 1-5/8 air coax 
with connectors and dehy¬ 
drator: 52,900. Excellent 
condition, no leaks; also, 
LPTV channel 47 antenna 
28.9 gain: $500. Call (501) 
316-1614. 

Radio broadcasts of Major 
League Baseball, NFL, and 
some college football games 
that are on cassette tapes, 
approx 100 to 125 games, time 
period of entire collection os 

Uroadca^ 

For more 
information, ask 

David at 212-378-0400 x511 
or dcarson@nbmedia.com 

ßß WORLD 

from the 1950's - 1970's, BO. 
Must purchase entire collection. 
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or 
ronwtamm@yahoo.com 

Marti STL's (2) R-10 receivers 
(2) STL 10 transmitter and 
Dayton SCA receiver, TX-RW 
filter, Mark MG-944 antenna 
on 946.625 and 946.375, all 
for S2500 shipped to your door. 
Hgibbs@wooster.edu, or 330-
263-2212 or kd8pd@sssnet.com. 

WANT TO BUY 
Collector wants to buy: old 
vintage pro gears, compres-
sor/limiter, microphone, 
mixing consoles, ampli¬ 
fiers, mic preamps, speak¬ 
ers, turntables, EQ working 
or not, working transform¬ 
ers (UTC Western Electric), 
Fairchild, Western Electric, 
Langevin, RCA, Gates, 
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins. 
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035 
or ¡Ig821@aol.com. 

2" plastic "spot" reels 6.5 
or 8" diameter, as used for 

www.ky-filters.com 
Model AM-1 is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference. 
Model RF-1 is for Short Wave. Ham Radio. CB etc. 

STOP 
AM RADIO INTERFERENCE 

with a plug in modem/telepr 

K-Y Filter Company 
3010 Grinnel Place 
Davis, CA 95618 
(530) 757-6873 

Graham Brock, Inc. 
Broadcast Technical Consultants 

lull NTvkï I nun Alk Kation to 

< >pcraiion AM/I MAU X Senkw 

Held Work. Antenna and 

Facilities Design 

Over 45 years engineering 
and consulting exl^rience 

912-638-8028 
202-393-5133 
www.grahainbRKk.com 

Radio and television facility 

coverage predictions, upgrade 

studies, and facility design 

ICC application preparation 

Contact Clarence M. Beverage 

or Laura M. .Mizrahi 

Communications 
Technologies, Inc. 

Td («56)9HS-O<r-
w w w.eomrnteehrf.com 

Herb Kravitz 
Broadcast Engineering 

Contractors 

AM-FM 
Professional Technical Support 
Comprehensive Field Service 

phone 609-347-4821 
215-490-6432 

hkradio@att.net 

quad video. Wayne, Audio 
Village, 760-320-0728 or 
audiovlg@gte.net. 

Equipment Wanted: obso¬ 
lete, or out of service broad¬ 
cast and recording gear, ampli¬ 
fiers, processing, radio or mix¬ 
ing consoles, microphones, etc. 
Large lots preferred. Pickup or 
shipping can be discussed. 443-
854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com. 

I'm looking for San Francisco 
radio recordings from the 
1920's through the 1980's. 
For example newscast, talk 
shows, music shows, live band 
remotes, etc. Stations like 
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA, 

KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS, 
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I 
will pay for copies... Feel free to 
call me at 925-284-5428 or you 
can email me at ronwtamm@ 
yahoo.com. 

Looking for KTIM FM radio 
shows from 1981-1984 if 
possible unscoped. R Tamm, 
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@ 
yahoo.com. 

Looking for a broadcast 
excerpt of a SanFrancisco 
Giant’s taped off of KSFO 
radio from 1959, interviews 
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes 
& some play by play excerpts, 
also features a homerun by 

Willie Mays and Felipe Alou 
stealing second base, running 
time is 18:02, also looking for SF 
Giants games and/or highlights 
from 1958-1978 also taped off 
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428 
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com. 

Looking for KFRC signoff 
radio broadcast from 1930 
Andy Potter, running time is 
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen 
the program guest is Susanne 
Caygill, a discussion of wom¬ 
en's affairs with a long promo¬ 
tion for Caygill's appearance 
at a local store. Anne Truax, 
Susanne Caygill, running time 
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or 
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com. 

POSITIONS WANTED 

Are you a small market station need¬ 
ing a good nuts & bolts engineer in the 
Los Angeles area? I will make your sta¬ 
tion shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available 
for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available 
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820, 
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com. 

Energetic, disciplined Sports aficiona¬ 
do - wants to work for your station. 
Versatile, driven, enthusiastic, strong broad-
casting/journalism talents, prep, PBP/stats 
and technical ability. Hunter, 214-476-4065. 
H.mcnewl 992@gmail.com. 

Young DJ/Sportscaster with a great voice! 
Great show prep ability. Looking for a job as 
an On-Air Personality or in Sports Talk Radio. 
TonelsHere@yahoo.com. 

Bright, energetic with strong produc¬ 
ing skills. Versatile vocal abilities/delivery. 
Looking for someone that's reliable and very 
self-motivated... I am your man! Damon, 
absdamon2904@hotmail.com or 702-722-
7239. 

Imaginative, quick witted, and humor¬ 
ous stand up comedian, with high ener¬ 
gy. Seeking on-air, copywriting or produc¬ 
tion opportunities. Versatile, motivated 
and dependable. Christa, 913-223-4045 or 
cabouswid@gmail.com. 

Social, optimistic, driven personality/tal-
ent, with strong promotions, photography, 
journalism, broadcasting and technical pro¬ 
ficiency. Seeking to take skills to next level. 
Epiphany, 903-314-1330. epiphanyhines@ 
ymail.com. 

Professional, diligent and thorough with 
a effervescent personality. Exceptional 
On-Air, VO, and Acting experience. A per¬ 
fect fit for your media company! Elizabeth. 
minter@live.com or 830-534-4863. 

Extremely knowledgeable and articulate 
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick 
is available for shows, correspondent, fea¬ 
tures, etc. Check out www.bleacherreport. 
com for samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: 
adam@rubbinsracingshow.com. 



BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE Submit your listings to: dcarson@nbmedia.com 

RECEIVERS/ 
TRANSCEIVERS 

WANT TO SELL 
American Made SCA 
Decoders, 417-881-1846. 

RECORDING & 
PLAYBACK HARDWARE 

WANT TO BUY 
Large or small collections of 
16" transcriptions or 12" tran¬ 
scriptions, not commercial LPs. 
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010. 

Schnader telescriptions 16 
mm musical films produced in 
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719-
684-6010 

Standard Short-tune series. 
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010. 

STL AUDIO 
TRANSPORT 

WANT TO SELL 
Harris INTRAPLEX 
matched pair (2 units), 
EXCELLENT CONDITION, 
Each equipped with: MA-215 
E-1 card, MA-508/9 Linear audio 
send/receive cards, MA-427 
LAN Bridge card, S5000.00 for 
both (sold as pair only), detail-
saremine@aol.com. 

TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
EQUIPMENT 

Donations Needed: All 
Volunteer, Non-profit Low 
Power community radios sta¬ 
tions need Equipment. Will 
offer tax deduction letter, You 
determine donation value, We 
will pay shipping. Equipment 
shared between three 
Wisconsin stations. Looking for 
Mies, Mixers, field equipment, 
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@ 
WIECradio.org. 

TRANSMITTERS/ 
EXCITERS/ 

TRANSLATORS 

WANT TO SELL 
CCA AM 10,000 D-Call John 
KQSS 928-595-0263 between 
10 & 6 PM Pacific Time. 

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS TUBES 

TRÄNSCÖM CORPORATION 
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978 

Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television 

100 w 
250 W 
500 W 
5 KW 
5 KW 
7 KW 
10 KW 
25 KW 
27.5KW 
27.5KW 

2008 
2006 
2000 
1998 
2006 
2005 
1991 
1998 

1988 

30 KW 1988 
35 KW 

Used FM Transmitters 

BE FM100C 

Please visit our website, 
www.fmamtv.com. for additional listings. 

Crown FM250T 
BE FM 500C 
Harris Z5CD w/2XFIexstars 
Harris Z5CD. solid-state, unused 
Harris Z16CD+ 
Harris HT10 
Harris HT25CD 
Continental 816R4, SS IPA & all factory upgrades 
Continental 816R4B. SS IPA & 
LP filter cooling option 
Harris IM30K 
BE FM35A/T. upgraded in 2001 

j Contiruni^J Clícfàjonicò 

Harris nautei 
Used AM Transmitters 

Please see our website for a current listing 

Exciters & Miscellaneous Equipment 

Phasemaster T12.000 
New Phase Technologies PT330D. solid state 3 phase converter 
Orban Optimods 8100XT, 8100A1 
BE FC30. SCA Generator 
Bird Model 8936.10 kW air-cooled RF Load 

crown beorderst 

TV Transmitters- Analog and Dig ital 
Used FLO TV Transmitters “Axcera 
* ‘Rohde & Schwarz “Harris Maxiva 

New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital 
0MB, Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix 

VHF and UHF TV Antennas 
(10Wto10KW) TV STL 

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX: +1-215-938-7361 

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com 

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS! 

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER 

EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME! 

272-378-0400 exf. 517 
dtarson@nbmedia.tom 

SPACE IS FOR THE BEST PRICE 
& 24 Hr service on transmitting lubes & 
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich 
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night, 
www.goodrichenterprises.com 

DISTRIBUTOR 
DIRECTORY 

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry 

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements. 

CORNELL DUBILIER 
MICA CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

JENNINGS VACUUM 
CAPACITORS 

FROM STOCK 

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC 
CAPACITORS 

SURCOM ASSOCIATES 
5674 El < amino Real. Suite K 
C arlsbad. California 92008 

(760) 438 4420 Fax: <760) 438 4759 
c mail lmk<,rMir< om com web www.Mireom.com 
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BBG: Consider the Changing Landscape 
Asks Congress to help with priorities like 
a CEO, infrastructure and reduction of overlap 

^COMMENTARY 
BY MICHAEL MEEHAN 

Around the globe today, 
only one out of six peo¬ 
ple lives in a country with 
free media. According to 
Freedom House, this is the 
worst media freedom rate in 
more than a deeade. 

That’s preeisely why the 
work of U.S. international 
broadeasting journalists is 
more critical than ever. 

At the Broadcasting 
Board of Governors, our 
clear and simple mission 
is to inform, engage and 
connect people around the 
world in support of freedom 
and democracy. As the demand is great¬ 
er, our financial resources are fewer. All 
across the federal government, agen¬ 
cies such as the BBG are asked to do 
more with less. As technology platforms 
advance and become more decentral¬ 
ized. our challenges grow exponentially. 

But. when planning for the future, 
the BBG is unlike other agencies in 
that it also needs to consider seismic 
changes in broadcasting, journalism and 

technology, along with the larger strate¬ 
gic global context for our broadcasters: 
Voice of America. Radio Free Europe/ 
Radio Liberty. Radio Free Asia, the 

Middle East Broadcasting 
Networks and Radio and 
TV Marti. 

BASED IN REALITIES 
From a media stand¬ 

point. we don't work in a 
vacuum. Publicly financed 
broadcasters from other 
Western countries, such 
as the BBC and Radio 
Netherlands, have faced 
deep cutbacks in fund¬ 
ing. ending big chunks of 
shortwave while building 
out mobile and Internet 
platforms. 
As anyone famil¬ 

iar with the U.S. news business will 
know, it's a tough economic situation for 
broadcast journalists everywhere. 

The president's budget request for 
fiscal year 2014 (which you can see 
at radioworld.com/links). submitted to 
Congress in April, takes these reali¬ 
ties into account. Since international 
broadcasting remains an integral part 
of U.S. national security — part of "soft 
power" — we work with other parts of 

our government in setting the strategic 
priorities, and are solely responsible tor 
maintaining the journalistic indepen¬ 
dence of our broadcasters. 

Practicing independent news and 
information is the catalyst for open 
democracy. We must continue to reach 
target countries around the world where 
media are not free. 

For example, in response to the rap¬ 
idly rising extremism in North Africa, 
we increased distribution and added 

two new broadcast languages in Mali 
at the Voice of America. We have also 
had great success in expanding distribu¬ 
tion across Africa through new affili¬ 
ate agreements and FM transmitters 
on U.S. embassy compounds that can 
reach listeners in populous capital cities. 
Working with the State Department, we 
have plans in more than a dozen African 
cities. 

But tight budgets force us to priori¬ 
tize the use of our resources. We have 
had to take a very hard look at spend¬ 
ing — seeking efficiencies wherever 

(continued on page 38) 

k young Pakistani girl is interviewed by a Mashaal Radio reporter about her 
destroyed school in the Khyber tribal district of Pakistan. 

Michael Meehan 
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pace advertiser web site/uri 
25 305 Broadcast www.305broadcast.com 

24 AM Ground Systems Co. www.amgroundsystems.com 

5 AudioScience Inc. www.audioscience.com 

27 Axia - The Telos Alliance www.axiaaudio.com 

33 Bext, Inc www.bext.com 

39 ESI www.bsiusa.com 

3 BSW www.bswusa.com 

18 Burk Technology www.burk.com 

15 BW Broadcast www.bwbroadcast.com 

7,29 Comrex Corporation www.comrex.com 

23 Continental Electronics Corp. www.contelec.com 

33 Gorman Redlich Mfg www.gorman-redlich.com 

26 Grace Broadcast Sales www.gracebroadcast.com 

37 Heil Sound, Ltd. www.heilsound.com 

4 Henry Engineering www.henryeng.com 

19 Inovonics Inc www.inovonicsbroadcast.com 

13 Moseley Associates www.moseleysb.com 

8,26,30 Nautel Ltd. www.nautel.com 

17 Omnia - The Telos Alliance www.omniaaudio.com 

31 Ram Broadcast Systems www.ramsyscom.com 

33 Superior Broadcast, LLC www.sbp-tv.com 

11 Telos - The Telos Alliance www.telos-systems.com 

1,9 Tieline Technology www.tieline.com 

2,20-21,40 Wheatstone Corporation www.wheatstone.com 

KA®D@W0RLD 
Wie News Source for Radio Managers and engineers 

Our readers have something to say: 

*¿ Love RW... Rare is 
the issue where I don't 
learn something new or 
read about some great 
broadcasting history. ’ 

Phil Beckman 
Broadcast Contract Engineer 

Naples, Flo. 

www hetlsound com 
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sguns 
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BBG 
(continued from page 37) 

possible and limiting the impact on our 
mission-critical work. 

We must face tradeoffs that are 
informed by our strategy, which includes 
changing the way we do things in order 
to respond to world events and to our 
audiences' preferences. 

Most importantly, we are seeing that 
our strategies are driving success; for 
example, using a "Washington bureau" 
concept to cultivate new audiences in 
Latin America (more than 23 million), 
which has driven our global audiences 
up to a record 203 million people weekly. 

Other varied delivery platforms are 
helping us reach more people in impor¬ 
tant markets, including digital tools 
like SoundCloud. the recently debuted 
Global News Dashboard, and expanded 
mobile-friendly sites. 

For FY 2014. the BBG requested 
$731 million from Congress, includ¬ 
ing new investments to counter violent 
extremism, engage new audiences in 
Burma and make critical infrastructure 
improvements. This is $18 million more 
than the current budget, which includes 
sequestration cuts. 

OPINION 
technology, and making sig¬ 
nificant administrative and 
support reductions. 

The FY 2014 budget request 
also includes program, trans¬ 
mission and staffing reduc¬ 
tions across all the BBG broad¬ 
casters and the International 
Broadcasting Bureau, in part 
through efforts to continue to 
restructure operations and etui 
duplication. 

The VOA Greek and RFE/ 
RL Balkan services would be 
closed under this proposed 
budget, and AeroMarti broad¬ 
casts of TV Marti would be 
eliminated. 

Some of these changes, 
if enacted by Congress, will 
be very difficult on the pro¬ 
fessional men and women 
involved. The BBG will do 

BBG is streamlining syndication strategies to 
deliver content via Google Currents, YouTube, 
SoundCloud and iTunes. 

everything possible to minimize the 
impact on our employees through 
agency buyouts, early-out authority and 
reducing positions via attrition. 

To be competitive in today’s complex 
media markets, we must innovate as 
never before. To have the resources and 
management structures to enable such 

innovation, the agency must continue to 
integrate its operations. Our people lead¬ 
ing in innovation and integration are at 
the heart of the BBG's strategic plan and 
the budget process, year after year. 

Michael Meehan chairs the Strategy 

and Budget Committee of the Broad¬ 

casting Board of Governors. 

CEO 
The BBG is the only federal agency 

managed by a part-time committee. The 
president’s budget request also includes 
a legislative proposal to establish a chief 
executive officer, a key strategic objec¬ 
tive that the BBG board adopted in 2012. 

If enacted, the proposal will improve 
the management and efficiency of BBG 
operations, helping to mitigate the chal¬ 
lenges of a part-time board. The CFO 
will provide day-to-day executive lead¬ 
ership for U.S. international broadcast¬ 
ing. and will have management author¬ 
ity over the federal and non-federal 
elements. 

Proposed shifts include scaling back 
selected language services to reduce 
overlap, increasing cooperation and 
ensuring that broadcasters will provide 
complementary content, streamlining 
and restructuring central news opera¬ 
tions, realizing savings in information 

In the May 22 issue 
of Radio World, we 
asked you to tell us 

how many of 
the "Cool Stuff 
logos you could count. 

There were 22 2013 
logos and one 2012 logo. 
These sharp-eyed read¬ 
ers each won a Radio World 

t-shirt: Don Browne, Michael 
Margrave, Mike Martin and 
Mark Voris. Congratulations!! 

»READER’SFORUM 
THAT TRICKY FIRST HARMONIC 

When I read Mark Persons' article in Radio World about quarter-wave stubs 
("Prevent Transistor Failures With Science." May 22). I was a bit amused at the 
"first harmonic” comment, because I have fielded questions about this subject 
many times during my years of teaching. 

The definition of a harmonic is: An integer (whole number, odd or even) mul¬ 
tiple of a fundamental frequency. So then, by definition, the first harmonic is the 
fundamental frequency multiplied by one. which is the fundamental frequency! 

That is why we seldom use the term "first harmonic." 
Further, the second harmonic equals fundamental frequency times two. The 

third harmonic equals fundamental frequency times three. And so on. 
Mark, you article was well-written and informative for upcoming engineers. 

Through the years I. too. have been able to solve many problems using stubs, 
from RG-58 to 9-inch rigid, l or decades, many transmitter and antenna manu¬ 
facturers have also incorporated the stub as an integral part of their products. 

Ernest "Buster" Sutton, CPBE 
Proprietor 

Broadcast Technical Services 
1 Sweetwater, Tenn. 
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AUTOMATION 
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT 

1000 

scon«roDo 

„AH OZ^ 03900»^ , 

„CW«— ■«»»«-« 

holy cow 
BAT man NEWS 

SOUNDER 

PSU^ ASU«^ 
•1 n

n "Op X is easy to look at, simple to 

Z use, and really keeps the station 
tnoving. New York is the #1 market 

jn the country and Op X makes us 
sound like it!" 

-John Foxx 

— * Program Director 

95.5WPLJ 

• Each studio client is capable of accessing all 
Audio Server modules on the network. 

• Modular Operation in Op-X allows for a 
tiered system at a fraction of the cost of its 
competitors. 

• Remote voice-tracking allows for creation of 
content for remote studios also running Op-X. 

• The revolutionary design of Op-X’s clock 
builder turns the previous task of scheduling 
satellite programming into a few simple clicks. 

• Share serial devices from any machine using 
the Op-X Serial Server. 

• Importing logs now gets its own module that 
takes confusion out of the process. 

• Engineers will enjoy Op-X because it’s easy 
to install, maintain, and has automatic backup 
features. 

iPad app Features 
• Live show real-time control from almost anywhere 

• A powerful tool for remotes or voice tracking 

• Take a show on the road 

• Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log 

• Insert audio items into the log 

• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons 

• Run macro command from hot buttons 

• Secure access to your system 

â
 Broadcasters 
General Store 
352-622-7700 
www.bgs.ee RADIO AUTOMATION SOFTWARE 
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INTELLIGENT NETWORK 

modern : classic 
LX-24 

gotta have it! 
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LX-2Z*: ADVANCED MODULAR NETWORKABLE CONSOLE 

phone 1.252.638-7000 | wheatstone.com | sales@wheatstone.com 




